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Abstract
It is known that interprocedural detection of copy constants and elimination of faint code in
parallel programs are undecidable problems, if base statements are assumed to execute atom-
ically. We show that these problems become decidable, if this assumption is abandoned. So,
the (unrealistic) idealization from program veri4cation “atomic execution of base statements”
introduced in order to simplify matters, actually increases the di7culty of these problems from
the point of view of program analysis: amazingly these problems become more tractable if we
adopt a less idealized, more realistic model of execution.
We introduce an e9ective abstract domain of antichains of dependence traces that allows us
to perform a precise interprocedural dependence analysis in (non-atomically executing) parallel
programs. The main idea is to trace sequences of dependences exhibited successively by program
executions. We de4ne operations on antichains of dependence traces and show that they precisely
abstract the corresponding operations on sets of non-atomic program executions. Using these
operations, we can analyze dependences by means of an abstract interpretation of constraint
systems that characterize sets of program executions of interest. The result of the dependence
analysis can in turn be used to detect all copy constants and to eliminate faint code.
While the run-time of the algorithms is exponential in the number of program variables, it is
polynomial in the program size. Hence, they are polynomial-time algorithms if the number of
program variables is bounded. In order to justify their overall exponential run-time, we show that
both detection of copy constants and elimination of faint code are intractable (NP-hard) even
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when the atomic execution idealization is abandoned. This holds already for parallel programs
without loops or procedures.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Automatic analysis of parallel programs is known as a notoriously hard problem.
A well-known obstacle is the so-called state-explosion problem: the number of (con-
trol) states of a parallel program grows exponentially with the number of parallel
components. Therefore, most practical Jow analysis algorithms of concurrent programs
conservatively approximate the e9ects arising from interference of di9erent threads in
order to achieve e7ciency. An excellent survey on practical research towards analysis
of concurrent programs with many references is provided by Rinard [29]. In con-
trast to this research, we are interested in analyses of parallel programs that are exact
(or precise) except of the common abstraction of guarded branching to non-deterministic
branching that is well-known from analysis of sequential programs.
Surprisingly, certain basic but important dataJow analysis problems can be solved
precisely and e7ciently for programs with a fork=join kind of parallelism. Correspond-
ing results have been achieved either by generalizing the 4xpoint computation tech-
niques common in classic dataJow analysis of sequential programs [19,18,31] or by
automata-theoretic techniques [9,10]. The most far-reaching result is due to Seidl and
Ste9en [31] who show that all so-called gen=kill problems can be solved interprocedu-
rally in fork=join parallel programs e7ciently and precisely. This comprises the impor-
tant class of bit-vector analyses, e.g., live=dead-variables analysis, available-expressions
analysis, and reaching-de4nitions analysis [22].
In view of these results it is interesting to ask whether there are other dataJow
problems that can precisely be solved for parallel programs. Natural candidates are
problems related to transitive variable dependences, like detection of copy constants
[11], elimination of faint code [12], and program slicing [32,33]. For sequential
languages these problems give rise to simple distributive dataJow frameworks and
may be seen as representatives of the next level of di7culty beyond gen=kill problems.
In [24,23] we show that all the problems mentioned in the previous paragraph are
undecidable in parallel programs with procedures (parallel interprocedural analysis).
Moreover, we show that these problems are PSPACE-complete in case that there are
no procedure calls (parallel intraprocedural analysis), and still (co-)NP-complete if also
loops are abandoned (parallel acyclic analysis). Unlike previous undecidability results
for parallel languages obtained by Bouajjani and Habermehl [4] and Ramalingam [28]
these results are independent of explicit synchronization mechanisms. 2 At 4rst glance
2 Bouajjani and Habermehl who show undecidability of LTL model-checking for parallel languages without
synchronization primitives use the LTL formula to synchronize the runs of two parallel threads that simulate
a two-counter machine.
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this seems to imply that precise program analysis of parallel languages beyond gen=kill
problems is hopeless.
There is, however, an assumption in this work that is not that innocent as it may
seem: the assumption that base statements of the parallel programs (e.g. assignment
statements) execute as atomic steps. While this idealized assumption is not uncommon
in the literature, it is hardly realistic in multi-processor environments where a number
of concurrently executing processors access a shared memory, because assignments are
broken into smaller instructions prior to execution.
Surprisingly, the reductions of [24] break down when the atomic execution assump-
tion for assignment statements is abandoned. Without assuming atomic execution of
assignments the subtle game of re-initialization of variables that is crucial for putting
the reductions to work can no longer be played.
In this paper we show that interprocedural detection of copy constants and inter-
procedural faint code elimination become indeed decidable (in exponential time) if
the atomic execution assumption is abandoned. More generally, we show how to do
precise interprocedural analysis of variable dependences in parallel programs; here
precise means precise with respect to non-atomic program executions. So, the (unrealis-
tic) idealization from program veri4cation “atomic execution of assignment statements”
intended to simplify matters actually increases the di7culty of these problems from the
program analysis point of view: amazingly these problems become more tractable if we
adopt a less idealized, more realistic view of execution. This opens up new potential
for analysis of parallel programs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de4ne parallel Jow graphs
as our model of concurrent programs. We furnish them with an operational seman-
tics and de4ne constraint systems that characterize various sets of program execu-
tions of interest. For the moment, we still assume atomic execution of base
statements.
In Section 3 we explain, why atomic execution of base statements is an unrealistic
assumption in a multi-processor environment. In order to capture the semantics of
non-atomic execution we re-interpret the operations and constants used in the constraint
systems of Section 2. The idea is to break base statements into atomic actions of smaller
granularity and to use an interleaving semantics on these atomic actions. The solution
of the constraint systems with respect to this new interpretation is taken as the semantic
reference point for analysis of parallel programs when the atomic execution assumption
is abandoned.
In Section 4 we introduce a domain of antichains of dependence traces. We
de4ne operations on this domain and show that these operations precisely abstract
the corresponding operations on sets of non-atomic program executions. Thus, we can
perform precise interprocedural analysis of variable dependences by solving the con-
straint systems developed in Section 3 over the dependence traces domain. This infor-
mation can in turn be used to detect copy constants and eliminate faint code. Corre-
sponding algorithms are developed in Section 5. While the run-time of these algorithms
is exponential in the number of program variables, it is polynomial in the program
size. Hence, they are polynomial-time algorithms if the number of program variables is
bounded. In order to justify their overall exponential run-time, we show in Section 6
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that both detection of copy constants and elimination of faint code are intractable
(NP-hard) even when the atomic execution idealization is abandoned. This holds
already for parallel programs without loops or procedures.
Throughout this paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic techniques
and results from the theory of computational complexity [26,17], program analysis
[25,14,22], and abstract interpretation [7,8].
2. Parallel ow graphs
In this section, we introduce a Jow graph model for parallel programs
(cf. [31,19,13]). Edges in the Jow graph are annotated with a base statement, a call of
a single procedure, or a parallel call of two procedures. As base statements we allow
assignment statements and the do-nothing statement skip. We assume that branching
is non-deterministic, a common abstraction in Jow analysis.
2.1. Parallel 9ow graphs
Let X be a 4nite set of (global) program variables and Expr a set of expressions
(or terms) over X . The precise nature of expressions is immaterial for the moment; we
only need that each variable x∈X is also an expression: X ⊆ Expr, and that we can
determine for an expression t ∈ Expr the set of variables occurring in t, var(t)⊆X . Let
Stmt := {x := t | x∈X; t ∈ Expr}∪ {skip} be the set of base statements. We use stmt
to range over base statements.
Formally, a parallel 9ow graph comprises a 4nite set Proc of procedure names that
contains a distinguished procedure Main. Intuitively, Main is the procedure with which
execution starts. For simplicity, we assume that all procedures work on the same set
X of global program variables and do not have local variables. Each procedure name
p∈ Proc is associated with a control Jow graph Gp =(Np; Ep; Ap; ep; rp) that consists of:
• a set Np of program points;
• a set of edges Ep⊆Np×Np;
• a mapping Ap :Ep→Stmt∪ Proc∪ Proc2 that annotates each edge with a base state-
ment, a call of a single procedure, or a parallel call of two procedures; and
• a special entry (or start) point ep ∈Np and a special return point rp ∈Np.
We assume that the program points of di9erent procedures are disjoint: Np ∩Nq = ∅ for
p = q. This can always be enforced by renaming program points.
We write N for
⋃
p∈Proc Np, E for
⋃
p∈Proc Ep, and A for
⋃
p∈Proc Ap. We also agree
that Base= {e |A(e)∈Stmt} is the set of base edges, Callp = {e |A(e)=p} is the set
of edges that call procedure p, and Pcallp; q = {e |A(e)= (p; q)} is the set of edges





p; q∈Proc Pcallp; q.
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows an example parallel Jow graph with three procedures, Main,
p, and q. The entry state of each procedure is marked by an arrow and the return
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Fig. 1. An example of a parallel Jow graph.
state is indicated by a doubly circled state. The edge annotation skip is suppressed for
clarity.
The main procedure of the example Jow graph sequentially starts procedures p
and q. Procedure p sets variable y to an arbitrary non-negative value and initializes x
by 0. Procedure q has a choice: it can execute either the upper path, where it starts
two new instances of q in parallel or the lower path, where it increments x by 2. Note
that arbitrarily many instances of q can run in parallel. Upon termination y can hold
an arbitrary non-negative number and x can hold an arbitrary non-negative number that
is even.
The purpose of the remainder of this section is to set up a number of constraint
systems, the solutions of which capture certain sets of program executions. In the next
section we de4ne an operational semantics that is useful as a reference point for setting
up these constraint systems correctly.
2.2. Operational semantics
We de4ne a symbolic operational semantics of parallel Jow graphs that speci4es
possible sequences of atomic actions. The evaluation of base statements is not described
in this semantics. Thus, the con4gurations of the operational semantic represent control
information only. In a sequential Jow graph control information is simply given by a
single Jow-graph node. In a sequential program with procedures con4gurations would
consist of sequences of Jow-graph nodes. Such a sequence would model a stack of
return addresses (or rather return nodes). In parallel Jow graphs procedures can also
be called in parallel. We model this by generalizing con4gurations from sequences
to trees. Each node of the tree is labeled by a Jow-graph node. Each inner node
of the tree has either degree one—such nodes correspond to return addresses from
simple calls or to return addresses from parallel calls where one of the parallel threads
has terminated already—or degree two—such nodes correspond to return addresses
from parallel calls. The active control points are given by the leaves of the tree.
Correspondingly, transitions are induced by the leaves. Transitions are labeled by base
edges e, procedure names p, pairs of procedure names p0‖p1, or the symbol ret. There
are four transition rules:
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Base step rule: c e→ c′, if e=(u; v)∈Base and c′ results from c by replacing a leaf
labeled u by a leaf labeled v.
Simple call rule: c
p→ c′, if there is an edge e=(u; v)∈Callp such that c′ results from
c by replacing a leaf labeled u by a tree consisting of two nodes, a root labeled v and
a successor node of the root labeled ep.
Parallel call rule: c
p0‖p1→ c′, if there is an edge e=(u; v)∈Callp0 ;p1 such that c′ results
from c by replacing a leaf labeled u by a tree consisting of three nodes, a root labeled
v with two successor nodes labeled ep0 and ep1 .
Return rule: c ret→ c′, if c′ results from c by removing a leaf labeled by rp for some
p∈ Proc.
When the Return Rule is applied the father of the node labeled rp may become a leaf
and thus become active. This models a return to a stacked return address. Just as well,
however, the father may still have a child if it has degree two in c as indicated by the
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dotted line in the picture. In this case it becomes active only after the second leaf also
vanishes. This models synchronized termination of threads started by a parallel call.
Note that the application of the Return Rule to a tree consisting of just a root results
in the empty tree. Such a step models overall termination.
Let Conf be the set of con4gurations, i.e., trees the degree of which is bounded by
two and in which each node is annotated by a program point u∈N . We identify each
program point u∈N with the tree consisting of just a root labeled with u. We also
write nil for the empty tree. A program point u∈N is active in a con4guration c, if it
labels one of the leaves of c. The predicate Atu(c) is true if u is active in c and false
otherwise.
Let Label=Base∪ Proc∪ Proc2 ∪{ret} be the set of transition labels and → ⊆
Conf× Label×Conf be the transition relation de4ned by the rules above. We de4ne
the transitive generalization ⇒ ⊆Conf× Label∗×Conf of →, by
⇒ = Id r·〈l〉⇒ = r⇒; l→;
where ‘;’ denotes relational composition, and write ⇒ for ⋃r∈Label∗ r⇒. Here and in
the following we write  for the empty sequence, 〈e1; : : : ; ek〉 for the sequence of the
elements e1; : : : ; ek , and · for the concatenation operator.
2.3. Atomic runs
As procedures do not have local variables, only the base edge labels in a transition
sequence are of interest for dependence analysis. The other labels (calls, parallel calls,
and returns) that appear between these labels can be ignored without losing interesting
information. Therefore, we can abstract transition sequences to sequences of base edges
safely. We call a sequence of base edges an (atomic) run; the set of atomic runs
is Runs=Base∗. The classi4cation ‘atomic’ refers to the fact that Jow graph edges
constitute atomic entities of execution; in Section 3 we consider ‘non-atomic runs’. We
de4ne for a label sequence l, lˆ to be the run obtained from l by retaining just the base
edges and removing everything else:
ˆ =  and [r · 〈l〉 =
{
rˆ · 〈l〉 if l ∈ Base
rˆ otherwise
for r ∈ Label∗; l ∈ Label:
In the following we are going to set up constraint systems for a variety of run sets.
These constraint systems use the following small number of operators and constants
on run sets.
Semantics of base edges: <e== {〈e〉} for e∈Base. This characterizes the run induced
by a base edge in isolation.
Sequential composition operator: R; S = {r · s | r ∈R; s∈ S}. This characterizes the
sequential composition of run sets.
Interleaving operator: In order to de4ne the interleaving (or parallel composition)
operator some notation is needed. Let r= 〈e1; : : : ; en〉 be a sequence and I = {i1; : : : ; ik}
a subset of positions in r such that 16i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡ik6n. Then r | I is the sequence
〈ei1 ; : : : ; eik 〉. We write |r| for the length of r, viz. n.
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Then the interleaving of R and S is de4ned by
R⊗ S = {r | ∃IR; IS : IR ∪ IS = {1; : : : ; |r|}; IR ∩ IS = ∅; r|IR ∈ R; r|IS ∈ S}:
Pre<x operator: pre(R)= {r | ∃s : r · s∈R}. This captures pre4xes of the runs in R.
Post<x operator: post(R)= {r | ∃s : s · r ∈R}. This captures post4xes of the runs in R.
Atomic runs may also be de4ned as sequences of base statements instead of base
edges. For this we only need to rede4ne Runs as Stmt∗ instead of Base∗ and <e= by
<e== {〈A(e)〉}. In this setting we should also rede4ne the hat-operator to incorporate
the transition from base edges to base statements:
ˆ =  and [r · 〈l〉 =
{
rˆ · 〈A(l)〉 if l ∈ Base
rˆ otherwise
for r ∈ Label∗; l ∈ Label:
The remainder of this section can be read with both interpretations.
Non-standard semantics can be obtained by rede4ning the above operators. This is
used in Section 3 for de4ning a semantics for parallel Jow graphs in which execution
of base edges is no longer assumed to be atomic. If we rede4ne the operators on
an abstract domain with a 4nite chain height, we can e9ectively solve the constraint
systems to be introduced soon by 4xpoint iteration. If all these operators are correct
or even precise abstractions of the concrete operators on atomic or non-atomic run
sets, standard abstraction theorems from abstract interpretation ensure that the solution
we get is a correct or even precise abstraction of the run sets characterized by the
constraint systems. This is the idea of constraint-based program analysis.
2.4. The run sets of ultimate interest
We are ultimately interested in setting up constraint systems that characterize for
each u∈N the following sets of runs:
Reaching runs: R(u)= {rˆ | eMain r⇒ c;Atu(c)}.
Terminating runs: T(u)= {rˆ | eMain ⇒ c r⇒ nil;Atu(c)}.
In dataJow analysis one considers forward- and backward-analyses. Forward-
analyses calculate abstractions of the reaching runs and backward-analyses abstractions
of the terminating runs.
We are also interested for all program points u; v∈N in the set of those runs that
potentially transfer information from u to v. We call these the bridging runs from
u to v.
Bridging runs: Bv(u)= {rˆ | eMain ⇒ cu r⇒ cv;Atu(cu);Atv(cv)}.
In the sections that follow, we present constraint systems that characterize the above
run sets. That is: the smallest solution of these constraint systems consists of the run
sets de4ned above. In addition to the above run sets, auxiliary run sets are necessary
in order to formulate these constraint systems. These auxiliary run sets are stepwise
introduced. We always explain the underlying intuition and outline the correctness proof
but leave the details of the proof to the reader. The constraint systems for same-level,
reaching and terminating runs are essentially taken from [31] where, however, they are
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not justi4ed with reference to an explicitly given underlying operational semantics. The
constraint system for bridging runs is new.
2.5. The constraint systems
2.5.1. Same-level runs
First of all, we characterize so-called same-level runs. Same-level runs of procedures
capture complete runs of procedures in isolation.
Same-level runs of procedures: S(q)= {rˆ | eq r⇒ nil} for q∈ Proc.
As auxiliary sets we consider same-level runs to program nodes.
Same-level runs to program nodes: S(u)= {rˆ | eq r⇒ u} for u∈Nq, q∈ Proc.
Same-level runs of procedures form an important building block for the other
constraint systems. Note that the complete e9ect of a parallel call edge e∈ Pcallp0 ;p1
is obtained easily from the same-level runs of procedures p0 and p1: it is given by
S(p0)⊗ S(p1).
The same-level runs of procedures and program nodes are the smallest solution of
the following constraint system:
[S1] S(q) ⊇ S(rq)
[S2] S(eq) ⊇ {}
[S3] S(v) ⊇ S(u) ; <e= if e = (u; v) ∈ Base
[S4] S(v) ⊇ S(u) ; S(p) if e = (u; v) ∈ Callp
[S5] S(v) ⊇ S(u) ; [S(p0)⊗ S(p1)] if e = (u; v) ∈ Pcallp0 ;p1
It is easy to see that the same-level runs satisfy all constraints:
[S1]: A same-level run of the return point of procedure q gives rise to a same-level
run of q by the Return Rule.
[S2]: It follows trivially from the de4nition that  is a same-level run of the entry
point of a procedure.
[S3]: If e=(u; v) is a base edge, we get a same-level run to v by extending a same-
level run to u with e by the Base Steps Rule.
[S4]: If e=(u; v) is an edge that calls p, we get a same-level run to v if we extend a
same-level run to u by a same-level run of p: we follow the execution underlying
the same-level run to v and then call p according to the Simple Call Rule; we
then follow the execution underlying the same-level run of p (with v waiting on
the stack to become active) and return to v according to the Return Rule.
[S5]: Similarly, if e=(u; v) is an edge that calls p0 and p1 in parallel, we can—after
seeing a same-level run to u—follow this edge; then p0 and p1 are performed to
completion in parallel, which results in an interleaving of a same-level run of p0
and p1; after that, execution returns to v. We thus obtain a same-level run to v
by extending a same-level run of u with an interleaving of same-level runs of p0
and p1.
On the other hand, we can easily prove by induction on the length of the transi-
tion sequences inducing same-level runs, that each same-level run lies in any solu-
tion of the constraint system, in particular in the smallest one: in the base case we
consider the empty execution . It can only give rise to the same-level run  to eq
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for some procedure q. But  is enforced to lie in any solution of S(rp) explicitly by
constraint [S2].
In the induction step, we consider longer executions leading to same-level runs. The
execution underlying a same-level run of a procedure q necessarily involves a 4nal
return from rq after an execution that gives rise to a same-level run of rq. The latter
execution is one step shorter and thus the same-level run of rq is contained in any
solution of S(rq) by the induction hypothesis. Now, the constraint [S1] ensures that it
is also contained in the set assigned to S(q) in a solution.
The last step of a non-empty execution r inducing a same-level run rˆ to a program
point v must be induced either by the Base Rule or the Return Rule because the Simple
and Parallel Call Rule never lead to a con4guration which consists of just a single state.
If the last step is induced by the Base Rule, the previous con4guration is a program
point u. Then rˆ is composed of a same-level run to u and the base edge e=(u; v). The
same-level run to u is induced by a shorter execution and hence contained in the set
associated with S(u) in any solution by the induction hypothesis. Thus, rˆ is in S(v) by
the constraint [S3]. If the last step is induced by the Return Rule, then there must be
a simple or parallel call from which this step returns. The constraints for simple and
parallel call edges ([S4] and [S5]) together with the induction hypothesis then ensure
that rˆ is contained in S(v).
2.5.2. Inverse same-level runs
We also consider a kind of dual to same-level runs of program points: runs from a
program point to the return point of the corresponding procedure. We call these inverse
same-level runs of program point. They are needed in order to capture terminating runs.
Inverse same-level runs of program points:
Si(u) = {rˆ | u r⇒ nil} for u∈N:
Inverse same-level runs of procedures and program nodes are obtained by backwards
accumulation as the smallest solution of the following system of constraints:
[SI1] S i(rq) ⊇ {}
[SI2] S i(u) ⊇ <e= ; Si(v) if e = (u; v) ∈ Base
[SI3] S i(u) ⊇ S(p) ; S i(v) if e = (u; v) ∈ Callp
[SI4] S i(u) ⊇ [S(p0)⊗ S(p1)] ; S i(v) if e = (u; v) ∈ Pcallp0 ;p1
The last two constraints refer to same-level runs of procedures. Therefore, it appears
that we need to calculate same-level runs before we can calculate inverse same-level
runs by the above constraint system. However, by adding for each procedure q∈ Proc
the constraint
[SI5] S(q) ⊇ S i(eq)
we can calculate same-level runs of procedures simultaneously with inverse same-level
runs. Thus, we can also calculate inverse same-level runs in isolation.
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It is easy to see that the sets of inverse same-level runs satisfy all constraints:
[SI1]: By the Return rule,  clearly is an inverse same-level run of the return point rq
of a procedure.
[SI2]: If e=(u; v) is a base edge, we get an inverse same-level run of u by pre4xing
a same-level run of v with e.
[SI3]: If e=(u; v) is an edge that calls p, we can follow this edge in an execution
from u; then p is performed until termination, which results in a same-level run
of p; after that execution proceeds at v. We thus obtain an inverse same-level
run of u by pre4xing an inverse same-level run of v by a same-level run of p.
[SI4]: Similarly, if e=(u; v) is an edge that calls p0 and p1 in parallel, we can follow
this edge in an execution from u; then p0 and p1 are performed to completion in
parallel, which results in an interleaving of a same-level run of p0 and p1; after
that execution returns to v. We thus obtain an inverse same-level run of u by
pre4xing an inverse same-level run of v with an interleaving of same-level runs
of p0 and p1.
On the other hand, we can easily prove by induction on the length of the transition
sequences inducing inverse same-level runs, i.e. those that lead to nil, that each inverse
same-level run is in the smallest solution of the constraint system: in the base case we
consider the shortest executions that lead to same-level runs. These are executions of
the form rp
ret→ nil for some procedure p. They witness that ∈S(rp). But  is enforced
to be in a solution of S(rp) explicitly by constraint [SI1].
In the induction step, we consider longer executions leading to same-level runs.
These necessarily start with a transition induced by a base edge, a simple, or a par-
allel call edge. The resulting run is then composed from shorter runs as speci4ed in
the constraints for base edges ([SI2]), simple calls ([SI3]), and parallel calls ([SI4]),
respectively.
2.5.3. Two assumptions and a simple analysis
The following two assumptions simplify the constraint systems that follow:
ASS1: every program point u∈Nq in a procedure q can be reached by a same-level
run from the entry point eq of q:
∀q∈ Proc; u∈Nq : S(u) = ∅:
ASS2: from every program point u∈Nq the return point rq can be reached by a same-
level run:
∀q ∈ Proc; u ∈ Nq : Si(u) = ∅:
These assumptions are not as innocent as they may seem at 4rst glance. In particular
it does not su7ce to require that there are paths from eq to u and from u to rq in the
Jow graph Gq for q. The paradigmatic counter-example is a procedure that calls itself
and has no bypassing terminating branch:
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Although there is a path from eq to rq in the Jow graph, no execution can reach rq
from eq, as there is no terminating bypass of the recursive call of q. Hence both S(rq)
and Si(eq) are empty. Examples like this show that we cannot assume without loss of
generality that practical Jow graphs satisfy ASS1 and ASS2.
While assumptions ASS1 and ASS2 simplify the presentation and justi4cation of the
constraint systems in the remainder of this section, they are not strictly necessary. We
explain the necessary changes for the general case in Section 2.5.7.
In order to compute the information needed to decide ASS1 and ASS2, we design
a simple analysis procedure. It is based on an abstract interpretation of the opera-
tors and constants used in the constraint systems. We work with a two point domain
(D = {⊥;};6) ordered as ⊥6. The idea is that ⊥ represents de4nite emptiness
and  potential non-emptiness of a run set. Correspondingly, we de4ne the abstraction
mapping  : 2Runs→D by (∅)=⊥ and (R)= for R = ∅. The fact that the abstract
interpretation developed below is precise guarantees that is computes indeed ⊥ for
all empty run sets and  just for non-empty run sets. Obviously,  is universally
disjunctive. We de4ne the abstract interpretation of the operators by
x;# y = x ⊗# y = x ∧ y; pre#(x) = post#(x) = x; <e=# = {}# = 
for x; y∈D ; e∈E. It is easy to see that the abstract operators are precise abstractions
of the corresponding operators on run sets: a sequential or parallel composition of two
run sets is non-empty i9 both arguments are non-empty; the set of pre4xes and the
set of post4xes of a run set R are non-empty i9 R is; and each base edge gives rise
to a non-empty run set. Therefore, by computing the least solution of the constraint
systems for same-level and inverse same-level runs over the abstract interpretation
we get precise information about the emptiness of the sets of same-level and inverse
same-level runs of program points.
This analysis is cheap: as (D ;6) has chain height two, the information for each
constraint variable can change at most once in the 4xpoint iteration. By standard
demand-driven 4xpoint evaluation, we can organize the computation of the least solu-
tion such that each operator in the constraint system is evaluated at most once. Thus,
the computation can be done in time O(|E| + |Proc|), the number of operators in the
constraint systems. As in all practical Jow graphs out-degrees of program nodes are
bounded, typically by 2, and |Proc| is trivially bounded by |N | as each procedure has
a distinguished entry node, this typically is O(|N |). In the following we assume that
this analysis has been done such that for each program node u and procedure q the
information whether S(u), Si(u), S(q), or Si(q) is empty or not is readily available.
Another analysis that can determine information about reachability of program points
in parallel Jow graphs has been described by Seidl and Ste9en [31] as an instance of
their generic analysis framework for solving gen=kill dataJow problems for parallel
programs.
2.5.4. Reaching runs
As auxiliary sets for characterizing the runs that reach a program point u, we consider
the runs that reach u from a call to procedure q.
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Reaching runs from procedures: R(u; q)= {rˆ | eq r⇒ c;Atu(c)} for u∈N , q∈Proc.
With this de4nition, we obviously have R(u)=R(u;Main). Hence we are done with
characterizing reaching runs if we succeed in characterizing reaching runs from proce-
dures. The latter can be done by the following constraint system:
[R1] R(u; q) ⊇ S(u) if u ∈ Nq;
[R2] R(u; q) ⊇ S(v) ; R(u; p) if (v; ) ∈ Eq ∩ Callp;
[R3] R(u; q) ⊇ S(v) ; [R(u; pi)⊗ pre(S(p1−i))] if (v; ) ∈ Eq ∩ Pcallp0 ;p1 :
The last clause is meant to specify two constraint for i=0 and i=1.
The reaching runs satisfy the constraints:
[R1]: Firstly, each same-level run of u clearly is also a reaching run of u.
[R2]: Secondly, if we have a program point v in q that has an outgoing edge calling
p—the situation described in the second constraint—we obtain a run that reaches
u from q when we extend a same-level run rˆ to v with a run rˆ ′ that reaches u
from p (where r and r′ are the underlying executions).
[R3]: Thirdly, consider a program point v in q that has an outgoing edge calling p0
and p1 in parallel, the situation described in the third constraint. Similar to the
second case, we get a run reaching u by extending a same-level run of v with
a run that reaches u in the parallel call. The latter can happen either in p0 or
p1 hence the two cases with i=0; 1. Now until pi has reached u in pi the other
procedure p1−i can perform a pre4x of a same-level run.
On the other hand, the constraint system captures all the ways how u may be reached
from eq. There are just three possibilities: either u is on the same-level, in a simple
call, or in a parallel call. These case are completely covered by the constraints.
Note that assumption ASS2 is crucial for making the constraint for parallel calls
su7ciently rich. If it is violated, the partial run exhibited by p1−i while pi is in the
process of reaching u need not be a pre4x of a same-level run. For example, the
following procedure q might execute x := e arbitrarily often, although S(q) and hence
pre(S(q)) is empty.
A possible remedy is described in Section 2.5.7.
2.5.5. Terminating runs
The approach for capturing terminating runs is dual to the one for reaching runs. As
auxiliary sets we consider terminating runs of u in a call to procedure q.
Terminating runs in procedures: T(u; q)= {rˆ | eq ⇒ c r⇒ nil;Atu(c)} for u∈N , q∈ Proc.
Obviously we have T(u)= T(u;Main) such that it su7ces to capture terminating
runs in procedures in the constraint system. The constraint system is dual to the
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one for reaching runs:
[T1] T (u; q) ⊇ S i(u) if u ∈ Nq;
[T2] T (u; q) ⊇ T (u; p) ; S i(w); if ( ; w) ∈ Eq ∩ Callp;
[T3] T (u; q) ⊇ [T (u; pi)⊗ post(S(p1−i))] ; S i(w) if ( ; w) ∈ Eq ∩ Pcallp0 ;p1 :
Again, i=0; 1 in the last constraint. The justi4cation of this constraint system is
similar to reaching runs; therefore, the details are left to the reader. We should men-
tion, however, that assumption ASS1 is crucial here, like ASS2 in the case of reaching
runs, but for a quite di9erent reason. The di9erence is the requirement that the con4g-
uration c with Atu(c) is reachable (eq ⇒ c) in terminating runs, a requirement that has
no analogue for reaching runs. As a consequence, post(S(p1−i)) is now su7cient to
capture the interleaving potential in the constraint for parallel calls even in the general
case, in contrast to pre(R(p1−i)) in the corresponding constraint for reaching runs.
However, the reachability requirement for con4guration c, implies that some of the
constraints are not satis4ed by the sets T(u; q) in the general case. For example, an
inverse same-level run r from a program point u∈Nq is not always a terminating run.
Being an inverse same-level run just means that u r⇒ nil holds, but for a terminating
run we additionally need eq ⇒ u. This is automatically true if ASS1 is valid but can
be wrong in the general case. Similarly, we need that the start node of the edge e in
the second and third constraint can be reached for making the constraints valid for the
operationally de4ned sets. A possible remedy is to remove the constraints induced by
non-reachable program points. This is detailed in Section 2.5.7.
2.5.6. Bridging runs
Let v∈N be a 4xed program point. We want to determine the bridging runs Bv(u)
for each u∈N as de4ned in Section 2.4. As a 4rst step we capture for each program
points u the runs that reach v, when execution is started directly with u. We call these
the simple bridging runs of u w.r.t. v.
Simple bridging runs: Bsv(u)= {rˆ | u r⇒ c;Atv(c)} for u∈N .
The simple bridging runs can be characterized as the smallest solution of the
following constraint system:
[BS1] Bsv(v) ⊇ {}
[BS2] Bsv(u) ⊇ <e= ; Bsv(w) if e = (u; w) ∈ Base
[BS3] Bsv(u) ⊇ S(p) ; Bsv(w) if e = (u; w) ∈ Callp
[BS4] Bsv(u) ⊇ Bsv(ep) if e=(u; ) ∈ Callp
[BS5] Bsv(u) ⊇ [S(p0)⊗ S(p1)] ; Bsv(w) if e = (u; w) ∈ Pcallp0 ;p1
[BS6] Bsv(u) ⊇ Bsv(epi)⊗ pre(S(p1−i)) if e = (u; ) ∈ Pcallp0 ;p1 :
The last constraint is again included for i=0; 1.
Let us explain why these constraints cover all the ways how v can be reached from
u. If u= v then there is the trivial way to reach v from u: by the empty execution;
this is covered by Constraint [BS1]. Otherwise, we must proceed via an outgoing edge
(u; w) of u. If this is a base edge e=(u; w), we 4rst see e and then a run that reaches
v from w; this is covered by Constraint [BS2]. If e is an edge that calls a procedure
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p, we distinguish two cases: either v is reached after p has terminated—this case is
covered by Constraint [BS3]—or v is reached during the execution of p—this case is
covered by [BS4]. Similarly, if e is a parallel call of two procedures p0 and p1, we
can reach v either after both procedures have terminated, which is covered by [BS5].
Or we can reach v in one of the called procedures pi. In this case we see a run from
epi that reaches v interleaved with a pre4x of a same-level run of procedure p1−i.
If assumption ASS2 is violated we must again reckon with procedure p1−i providing
runs that are not pre4xes of same-level runs, as was the case for reaching runs. We
can solve this problem as for reaching runs, cf. Section 2.5.7.
The reader should face no di7culties in persuading himself, that the Bsv(u) sets
indeed solve all constraints.
As a second step we determine the bridging runs in a call to a procedure:
Bridging runs in procedure calls:
Bv(u; q) = {rˆ | eq ⇒ cu r⇒ cv; Atu(c); Atv(c)} for u ∈ N:
Clearly, we have Bv(u)=Bv(u;Main) such that we are done, when we have successfully
captured Bv(u; q) for all u; q.
Basically, there are two ways how a bridging run may occur in a call to q. One
possibility is that both u and v are reached in the same simple or parallel call in q.
This case is captured by the following three types of constraints:
[B1] Bv(u; q) ⊇ Bv(u; p) if e ∈ Eq ∩ Callp
[B2] Bv(u; q) ⊇ Bv(u; pi)⊗ post(pre(S(p1−i))) if e ∈ Eq ∩ Pcallp0 ;p1
[B3] Bv(u; q) ⊇ pre(T (u; pi))⊗ post(R(v; p1−i)) if e ∈ Eq ∩ Pcallp0 ;p1
[B2] and [B3] apply for i=0; 1.
Constraint [B1] captures the case that u and v are reached in the same simple
call. Constraint [B2] is concerned with the case that u and v are reached in the same
procedure pi of a parallel call. Before u is reached in pi the other procedure can already
perform certain actions and it need not run to completion until v is reached. Therefore,
p1−i contributes a middle piece of a same-level run. Potential middle pieces can be
characterized by pre(post(S(p1−i)) as captured by the second constraint. Constraint
[B3] captures the case that u is reached in procedure pi and v in procedure p1−i. After
pi has reached u it can further proceed; speci4cally pi contributes a pre4x of a run
from T(u) until v is reached in p1−i. In order to reach v, p1−i must execute a run
from R(v; p1−i). It can execute a pre4x of this run before pi leaves u. Therefore, we
see a post4x of a run from R(v; p1−i) as part of the bridging run.
The second possibility is that u and v are not reached in the same simple or parallel
call. This gives rise to the following constraints:
[B4] Bv(u; q) ⊇ Bsv(u) if u ∈ Nq;
[B5] Bv(u; q) ⊇ T (u; p) ; Bsv(w) if ( ; w) ∈ Eq ∩ Callp;
[B6] Bv(u; q) ⊇ [T (u; pi)⊗ post(S(p1−i))] ; Bsv(w) if ( ; w) ∈ Eq ∩ Pcallp0 ;p1 ;
where i=0; 1 in the last constraint.
The 4rst subcase is that u is reached on same-level, i.e. in the current instance of q.
Then we see a simple bridging run of u (Constraint [B4]). The second subcase is that
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[P1] P(q) ⊇ P(eq)
[P2] P(u) ⊇ {}
[P3] P(u) ⊇ <e=;P(v) if e=(u; v)∈Base
[P4] P(u) ⊇ P(p) if (u; )∈Callp
[P5] P(u) ⊇ S(p);P(v) if (u; v)∈Callp
[P6] P(u) ⊇ [P(p0)⊗ P(p1)] if (u; v)∈ Pcallp0 ;p1
[P7] P(u) ⊇ [S(p0)⊗ S(p1)];P(v) if (u; v)∈ Pcallp0 ;p1
Fig. 2. A constraint system characterizing 4nite pre4xes.
u is reached in a procedure p called by a simple call edge e=( ; v)∈Eq. Then we
see a run from T (u; p) followed by a simple bridging run from w (Constraint [B5]).
The third subcase is that u is reached in a procedure pi called by a parallel call edge
e=( ; v)∈Eq. Then we see a run from T (u; pi)⊗post(S(p1−i)) followed by a simple
bridging run from w (Constraint [B6]).
2.5.7. The general case
In this section we describe the changes that are necessary in the general case, i.e.,
if assumptions ASS1 and ASS2 are potentially violated.
As explained in connection with constraint [R3] one of the problems is that in the
general case pre(S(q)) does not capture all partial runs of procedure q. Thus, inter-
leaving R(u; pi) with pre(S(p1−i)) does not capture all possible run that reach u in a
parallel call. This problem also arises in constraints [BS6] and [B2]. A possible remedy
is to introduce new variables P(q), q∈ Proc, that characterize 4nite pre4xes of (4nite
or in4nite) runs, i.e. P(q)= {rˆ | eq r⇒ c}, and to use P(p1−i) instead of pre(S(p1−i))
in [R3], [BS6], and [B2]. A simple way to calculate P(q) is to add a constraint of the
following form for each procedure q and program point u to the constraint system for
reaching runs: 3
[P] P(q) ⊇ pre(R(u; q)):
While this way of calculating P(q) is easy to specify it has the disadvantage of
introducing |N | · |Proc| new constraints, i.e. quadratically many. Although this does
not spoil the overall asymptotic complexity—already the constraint system for reach-
ing runs has O(|N | · |Proc|) constraints—we should mention that P(q) can be cal-
culated also by O(|N |) constraints. A corresponding constraint system is given in
Fig. 2. It determines as auxiliary information 4nite pre4xes of (4nite or in4nite) runs
from program points, de4ned by P(u)= {rˆ | u r⇒ c} by backwards accumulation and is
similar to the constraint system for simple bridging runs.
3 For the atomic case the pre-operator may be omitted as any con4guration c satis4es Atu(c) for at least
one program point u. In the non-atomic interpretation, however, there are (implicitly) transient con4gurations
that correspond to intermediate stages of executions in which no program point is active. Fortunately, from
all transient con4gurations c a con4guration c′ with some active program point is reachable. Therefore, we
can capture the runs to transient con4gurations by means of the pre-operator.
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[Q1] Q(u; q) ⊇ P(u) if u∈ Sq
[Q2] Q(u; q) ⊇ Q(u; p) if (v; )∈Eq ∩ Callp
[Q3] Q(u; q) ⊇ T (u; p);P(w) if (v; w)∈Eq ∩ Callp
[Q4] Q(u; q) ⊇ Q(u; pi)⊗ post(P(p1−i)) if (v; )∈Eq ∩ Callp0 ;p1
[Q5] Q(u; q) ⊇ [T (u; pi)⊗ post(S(p1−i))];P(w) if (v; w)∈Eq ∩ Callp0 ;p1
Fig. 3. A constraint system for partial runs that can be exhibited in a procedure after a given program point
has been reached. All constraints [Q1]– [Q5] are only for program points v with S(v) = ∅. In [Q4] and [Q5],
i=0; 1.
A similar problem arises in constraint [B3]: if assumption ASS2 is violated,
pre(T (u; pi)) does not necessarily capture all partial runs exhibited by pi after reaching
u because u could be reached at a con4guration from which termination is impossible.
The information needed in place of pre(T (u; pi)) is Q(u; pi) where Q(u; q)= {rˆ | eq ⇒
c r⇒ c′;Atu(c)} for u∈N , q∈ Proc. These sets can be characterized by the constraint
system in Fig. 3.
The above changes ensure that the run sets characterized by the constraint systems
are su7ciently large. They are necessary to make Jow analysis based on abstract
interpretation of the constraint systems sound. The changes described now ensure that
the run sets do not become too large. Thus, they are necessary to make analyses based
on a precise abstract interpretation complete.
As explained in connection with terminating runs, constraints induced by unreachable
program points are not satis4ed by the run sets (de4ned from the operational seman-
tics) that we intend to characterize. As these constraints pose unnecessary additional
requirements they make the solutions larger than necessary. Fortunately, such con-
straints are also unnecessary for soundness and can simply be removed. Speci4cally,
we must include the constraints [T1], [B1], and [B4] only for program points u with
S(u) = ∅, and the constraints [T2], [T3], [B2], [B3], [B5], and [B6] only for edges
e=(v; w) with S(v) = ∅. We have seen in Section 2.5.3, that we can determine this
information with a very simple and cheap analysis.
With the changes described in this section we obtain constraint systems that are both
sound and complete for the general case.
2.6. Discussion
In this section we have introduced parallel Jow graphs. After that we de4ned a sym-
bolic operational semantics. It works on con4gurations that take the form of a tree, the
nodes of which are annotated by program points. Such a tree models a generalization
of a run time stack that may branch to parallel stacks in addition to the common stack
operations. We have described the transitions of the operational semantics by rules that
work directly on con4gurations of this form.
Alternatively, we could have used the approach of Esparza, Knoop, and Podelski
[9,10]. They map a parallel Jow graph to a so-called PA-processes; PA is a
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process algebra which has both a sequential and a concurrent composition operator
[3,20]. Execution of PA-processes in turn is described by a structured operational se-
mantics (SOS) [27]. This enable them to apply results about model-checking of PA-
processes to Jow analysis. For our purposes the approach chosen here is su7cient and
produces less notational overhead.
Based on the operational semantics we have de4ned some run sets of interest and
developed constraint systems that characterize these run sets. The constraint systems
for same-level runs and reaching runs are essentially the ones used by Seidl and
Ste9en [31]. Also the constraint systems for inverse same-level runs and terminat-
ing runs are indicated in their work. The constraint system for bridging runs, however,
is new. Seidl and Ste9en postulate their constraint systems, while we use an opera-
tional semantics as a reference point. While this might be considered a minor or even
trivial di9erence, in our opinion an operational justi4cation of the constraint systems
increases our understanding of what exactly is speci4ed by the constraint systems.
Many reasonable variants of the run sets in question may be considered. For example,
one could de4ne reaching runs by
R′(u) = {rˆ | eMain r⇒ c ⇒ ; Atu(c)}:
This de4nition deviates from our previous de4nition in that it considers only con4g-
urations c from which termination is possible, i.e., it characterizes the runs that both
reach u and can be completed to a terminating run. If assumption ASS2 is violated, the
new de4nition gives rise to smaller run sets. Similarly, many reasonable variants of the
other run sets are conceivable and by techniques similar to the ones of Section 2.5.7
sound and complete constraint systems for these variants can be constructed. Opera-
tional speci4cations of the run sets in question allow us to distinguish these variants
much more clearly than implicit speci4cations by means of constraint systems.
Validating constraint systems with respect to an operational semantics has another
advantage: it helps to uncover subtle bugs. In the absence of an operational semantics
Seidl and Ste9en, for instance, fail to notice that constraint [R3] in the constraint system
for reaching runs is not rich enough to characterize all reaching runs in a parallel
composition if assumption ASS2 does not hold. We detected this error while trying
to justify the soundness of the constraint system. As a consequence their constraint
system for reaching runs is unsound in the general case. To be fair, we should note
that this does not a9ect the soundness of their analysis procedure that is not directly
based on the constraint system for reaching runs. We should also say that they solve
the problems that arise when assumption ASS1 is violated correctly. Here they validly
propose to remove edges leaving unreachable program points before the analysis. This
has essentially the same e9ect as the side conditions of the form S(u) = ∅ added to
the various constraints in Section 2.5.7.
3. Non-atomic execution
The idealization that assignments execute atomically is quite common in the liter-
ature on program veri4cation as well as in the theoretical literature on Jow analysis
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of parallel programs. However, in a multi-processor environment where a number of
concurrently executing processors share a common memory this assumption is hardly
realistic. In such an environment two threads of control may well interfere while each
of them is in the process of executing an assignment. The reason is that assignments
are broken into smaller instructions before execution.
As a simple example, consider a program in which a shared variable x is incremented
by two threads in parallel:
x := x + 1‖x := x + 1:
Let us assume that x holds 0 initially. If assignments execute atomically, this program
clearly will increment x twice and so terminate in a state in which variable x holds 2.
However, in a multi-processor environment this program may well set x to 1. For
example, the following execution may happen: 4rst, one of the processors accesses the
memory in order to get the value of x. While it is in the process of incrementing this
value, but before it has written back the result, the second processors may access the
memory, too, in order to get the value of x. In such a run, both processors read the
initial value 0 for x, both will increment just this value, and both will write back 1 for x.
Consequently, the program will terminate in a state where x holds 1 instead of 2.
The moral of this discussion is that, in the real world of multi-processor execution,
we cannot assume atomic execution of assignments. What we typically may safely
assume, however, is that single reads of variables and single writes of variables are
atomic, because the access to the memory is usually synchronized, e.g., through a
common bus. We can develop an interleaving semantics for parallel programs that
adequately models non-atomic execution of assignments by means of breaking assign-
ments into more 4ne-grained atomic actions, an observation that is exploited in a
moment.
This said, we should mention that there are indeed execution scenarios for concurrent
programs that guarantee atomic execution of assignments. In particular in a time-shared
multi-tasking environment, where concurrent execution of threads is simulated by a
single processor that switches between execution of code pieces implementing the
di9erent threads, assuming atomic execution of assignments may be safe, if context
switches happen only between assignments, but not in the process of executing the code
implementing a single assignment. The built-in scheduler of the Transputer, for
instance, performs context switches only after certain types of instructions that typ-
ically end execution of assignment code [16]. 4
In this section we provide parallel Jow graphs with an interleaving semantics that
models non-atomic execution of assignments adequately. For this purpose we de4ne
a domain NR of sets of (non-atomic) runs and provide adequate de4nitions for the
4 The Transputer designers chose this strategy in order to make context switches cheap and fast. In
typical code, the contents of certain registers used for expression evaluation is no longer needed after such
instructions. Therefore, these registers are not stored during context switches, which makes context switches
fast. Actually, it is the compiler writer’s task to ensure that the generated code does not rely on the registers
keeping their contents after such instructions. Atomic execution of assignments in typical code is a neat
side-e9ect of this design.
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constants and operators used in the constraint systems in Section 2.5. Speci4cally, we
provide
• an interpretation <e=∈NR for the non-atomic runs of a base edge; and
• interpretations for the operators ;, ⊗, pre, and post used in the constraint systems.
Solving the constraint systems from Section 2.5 over this new interpretation immedi-
ately gives us adequate de4nitions for the reaching, terminating, and bridging runs of
a parallel Jow graph when assignments execute non-atomically.
3.1. Modeling non-atomic execution by virtual variables
Suppose given a parallel Jow graph and let X be the set of program variables
which the statements of the Jow graph refer to. In order to explain the meaning of
non-atomic statements appropriately suppose furthermore given an in4nite set V of
virtual (or internal) variables disjoint from X . Intuitively, virtual variables are used
to store intermediate results that are private to the threads. The parallel composition
(or interleaving) operator de4ned later ensures that parallel threads do not interfere on
virtual variables. We use the letters x; y to range over X , u; v to range over V , and the
letters a; b to range over X ∪V .
For the purpose of the semantics, assignments are split into atomic operations. As
an example consider an assignment statement x := e(y1; : : : ; yk) in the program where
y1; : : : ; yk refer to the occurrences of (program) variables in expression e. There are
many sensible atomicity assumptions. For example, we could work with the rather
pessimistic assumption that just reads and writes of variables are atomic and that
variables appearing more than once in e are re-read for every occurrences. Then
x := e(y1; : : : ; yk) is replaced by a sequence of assignments
〈v((1) := y((1); : : : ; v((k) := y((k); x := e(v1; : : : ; vk)〉;
where v1; : : : ; vk are arbitrary distinct virtual variables and ( is a permutation of
{1; : : : ; k}. The idea is that the other threads can execute atomic operations between
these assignments.
More coarse-granular atomicity assumptions can be captured in a similar way. E.g.
if we assume that the evaluation of the right-hand-side expression is atomic then we
would replace x := e(y1; : : : ; yk) by
〈v := e(y1; : : : ; yk); x := v〉:
The important point to notice is that—whatever the speci4c atomicity assumption may
be—if we assume that the execution of all assignments is non-atomic, then all assign-
ments in a run that refer to a program variable on the left hand side have only virtual
variables on the right hand side. Thus, all assignments belong to the set
Asg = {a := e(b1; : : : ; bk) | a ∈ X ⇒ b1; : : : ; bk ∈ V}:
One way of obtaining a semantics for non-atomically executing assignments is to trans-
form the assignments in the program prior to semantic interpretation. As an example
consider the program in Fig. 4(a) which corresponds to the example discussed in the
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Fig. 4. Introduction of virtual variables: (a) Original program; (b) transformed program.
Fig. 5. Confusion of virtual variables: (a) Original program; (b) transformed program.
introduction. We could transform it to the program in Fig. 4(b) and then apply the
standard interpretation.
The problem with this approach is that we must be careful not to confuse virtual
variables of di9erent threads. This is simple if only instances of di9erent procedures
run in parallel: then we can simply use di9erent names for the virtual variables in
di9erent procedures. However, it becomes problematic if di9erent instances of the same
procedure may run in parallel like in the program in Fig. 5. Then we must model the
virtual variables by local variables of the procedures which is not supported by the Jow
graph model developed up to now. Therefore, we use a di9erent approach: instead of
transforming Jow graphs we incorporate the transformation implicitly into the semantic
interpretation of assignments.
Before we turn to the technical details of the new semantic interpretation we present
an example where the answer to the constant detection problem depends on the atom-
icity assumption for base statements. This example illustrates that the main mechanism
underlying the undecidability proof of interprocedural parallel constant detection [24]
does not carry over to the non-atomic case.
3.2. A motivating example
Consider the following program for which a control Jow graph-like representation
is shown in Fig. 6, left:
a := 1; [(a := 0; b := 0)‖b := a] ;write(b):
Assume 4rst that assignment statements execute atomically. It is not hard to show
that under this assumption variable b is a (copy) constant of value 0 at the write
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Fig. 6. Introduction of a virtual variable.
instruction. In order to see this, note that in any execution b := 0 must be executed
either after or before b := a in the parallel thread. If it is executed after b := a then b
holds 0 at the write statement because the value 0 is assigned to b in the last executed
assignment, b := 0. On the other hand, if b := 0 is executed before b := a then also the
reinitialization of a, a := 0, must have been executed before b := a such that b := a also
loads the value 0 to b.
The situation is dramatically di9erent, if assignment statements may execute
non-atomically. In particular, if the assignment b := a in the second thread is
executed non-atomically, the 4rst thread may execute the two statements a := 0 and
b := 0 that kill a and b after a is loaded from the common memory but before the
loaded value is stored to b. This results in a run of the program that propagates the
value 1 from the initialization a := 1 to the 4nal write-statement.
As explained in the previous section, we may model the two stage non-atomic
execution of b := a by splitting it into two assignments v := a and b := v, where v
is a new virtual variable that cannot be accessed by the 4rst thread (cf. Fig. 6, right).
Because of this we can consider each of the virtual assignments v := a and b := v to
be atomic. The resulting program has the run
〈a := 1; v := a; b := 0; c := 0; b := v;write(b)〉;
which—as the reader will have no di7culties to verify—propagates the value 1 from
the initialization a := 1 to the write-statement. Thus, this run witnesses that b is not a
copy constant at the write statement, in sharp contrast to the state of a9airs under the
assumption that assignments execute atomically.
3.3. The domain of non-atomic run sets
A (non-atomic) run r is a sequence of assignments from the set Asg de4ned above:
Runs=Asg∗. We write virtual(r) for the set of virtual variables appearing in run r. As
the speci4c choice of virtual variables is immaterial, we assume that all considered sets
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of runs are closed under bounded renaming of virtual variables. This enables a simple
and adequate de4nition of the composition operators. In order to allow a technically
clean treatment of this assumption, let ≡⊆Runs×Runs be the equality of runs up to
bounded renaming of virtual variables, i.e. r≡ r′ hold if and only if r′ can be obtained
from r by bounded renaming of virtual variables.
Proposition 2. ≡ is an equivalence.
For a set of runs R⊆Runs we write R≡ for the closure of R w.r.t. ≡:
R≡ = {r ∈ Runs | ∃r′ ∈ R : r ≡ r′}:




(3) R⊆ S implies R≡⊆ S≡.
The domain NR is given by the sets of runs that are closed under ≡:
NR = {R ⊆ Runs |R = R≡}:
The members of NR model sets of runs in a scenario where assignments execute
non-atomically.
Lemma 4. (NR;⊆) is a complete lattice with least element ⊥NR= ∅ and greatest
element NR=Runs.
Proof. (NR;⊆) is a sub-lattice of the power set lattice (2Runs;⊆). To show this, we
have to check, that NR is closed under arbitrary intersections and unions.
Here is the proof for intersection. Suppose R⊆NR and r; r′ ∈Runs with r≡ r′. We





∀R∈R : r ∈R
i9 [R⊆NR, hence all R∈R are closed under ≡]





The proof for unions is just as simple and, therefore, omitted.
The least and greatest element of (2Runs;⊆) are ∅ and Runs, respectively. It is
obvious that both of them are closed under ≡ and hence are also the least and greatest
elements, respectively, of (NR;⊆).
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In the sections that follow we provide de4nitions for the operators and constants
appearing in the constraint systems and show their well-de4nedness.
3.3.1. Base statements
We can work with various atomicity assumptions as discussed above. The most
natural and conservative one is that just single reads and writes of variables are atomic
and that variables appearing more than once in an expression are re-read for every
occurrence. This is captured by de4ning the semantics of an assignment statement,
<x := e(y1; : : : ; yk)=∈NR, where y1; : : : ; yk refer to the variable occurrences in e, as the
set of runs of the form
〈v((1) := y((1); : : : ; v((k) := y((k); x := e(v1; : : : ; vk)〉;
where ( is a permutation of {1; : : : ; k} and v1; : : : ; vk are arbitrary distinct virtual vari-
ables. It is readily veri4ed that <x := e(y1; : : : ; yk)= is well-de4ned, i.e., that it is a
member of NR. We have to show that <x := e(y1; : : : ; yk)= is closed under ≡ which is
obvious as we admitted an arbitrary choice of virtual variables.
We may also work with more coarse-grained semantics of assignments. For our
purposes the choice is arbitrary, as the dependence trace abstraction of an assignment
will be precise with respect to any of these de4nitions.
Obviously, the only non-atomic run of statement skip is the empty run. Hence,
<skip== {}. Obviously, <skip=∈NR.
The non-atomic runs induced by a base edge e∈Base are the non-atomic runs of the
statement associated with e: <e== <A(e)=, where A(e) is the base statement associated
with base edge e in the underlying Jow graph.
3.3.2. Sequential composition
The sequential composition operator, · ; · :NR×NR→NR, which is written as an
in4x operator, is de4ned by
R ; S = {r · s | r ∈ R; s ∈ S; virtual(r) ∩ virtual(s) = ∅}≡:
The condition about the local variables ensures that runs composed sequentially do not
interact on local variables. The outer closure operator ensures that ; is well-de4ned.
3.3.3. Interleaving operator
The interleaving operator, ⊗ :NR×NR→NR, which we write in an in4x form, is
de4ned by
R⊗ S = {r | ∃IR; IS : IR ∪ IS = {1; : : : ; |r|}; IR ∩ IS = ∅;
r|IR ∈ R; r|IS ∈ S; virtual(r|IR) ∩ virtual(r|IS) = ∅}≡:
The condition about the local variables in r|IR and r|IS ensures that parallel threads do
not exchange values via local variables. The application of the closure operator (·)≡
guarantees well-de4nedness: R⊗ S ∈NR for R; S ∈NR.
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Suppose r; s; t ∈Runs with virtual(r) ∩ virtual(s)= ∅. We call t an interleaving of
r and s if
∃Ir ; Is : Ir ∪ Is = {1; : : : ; |r|}; Ir ∩ Is = ∅; t|Ir = r; t|Is = s
and denote the set of interleavings of r and s by r ⊗ s.
3.3.4. Pre-operator
The pre-operator, pre :NR→NR is de4ned as follows:
pre(R) = {r ∈ Runs | ∃r′ ∈ Runs : r · r′ ∈ R}:
Lemma 5. pre is well-de<ned.
Proof. We have to show that, for any R∈NR, pre(R) is closed under ≡. So suppose
given r; s∈Runs with s≡ r ∈ pre(R). Then there is r′ ∈Runs with r ·r′ ∈R. By bounded
renaming of local variables in r′ we can construct a run s′ such that s ·s′≡ r ·r′. As R
is closed under ≡, s ·s′ ∈R and hence s∈ pre(R).
3.3.5. Post-operator
Analogously to the pre-operator, the post operator post :NR→NR is de4ned as
follows:
post(R) = {r ∈ Runs | ∃r′ ∈ Runs : r′ · r ∈ R}:
Lemma 6. post is well-de<ned.
3.4. Discussion
We have de4ned a complete lattice (NR;⊆) the members of which model sets of
runs in a scenario in which assignment statements execute non-atomically. In order
to enable an interleaving semantics to adequately capture the e9ect of non-atomic
execution of assignments, we resorted to virtual variables that model storage locations
that are private to threads. The members of NR are those sets of runs that are closed
under bounded renaming of virtual variables. We have provided de4nitions for the
operators and constants appearing in the constraint systems of Section 2. The (smallest)
solution of these constraint systems over this new interpretation induces a semantics
of parallel Jow graphs that captures non-atomic execution of assignments. Thus, it
provides another reference point for assessing Jow analyses. This is put to advantage
in the next section where we show that the dependence-traces interpretation developed
there is a precise abstraction of the non-atomic interpretation of parallel Jow graphs.
4. Dependence traces
We can indirectly detect copy constants and eliminate faint code on the basis of
the following information: given a program point u and a variable x of interest; when
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control is at another program point v, which variables y may inJuence the value of x
at u? Clearly, this information can be derived from the set of bridging runs from u to
v and we have a constraint system characterizing this set (cf. Section 2.5). We would
like to compute the above information by means of a precise and e9ective abstract
interpretation.
In this section, we develop an adequate abstract domain and adequate abstract oper-
ations for this. Our development will be guided by the requirements this domain must
satisfy: (1) it must allow us to infer the above information easily; (2) it must allow
us to de4ne abstract operations that mirror precisely the corresponding operations on
sets of (non-atomic) runs; and (3) it must allow us to compute 4xpoints e9ectively.
Let us start with some de4nitions.
4.1. Transparency and dependences
A run r is called transparent for a variables a if it does not contain an assignment
with a as left hand side variable. Thus, a run is transparent for a if its execution is
guaranteed not to change the value held by a.
Example 7. The run 〈a := 0; b := c〉 is transparent for all variables except a and b, in
particular for c.
A dependence is a pair d=(x; y) of program variables x; y∈X . We call x the source
variable and y the destination variable of d. A run r is said to exhibit dependence
(x; y), if there are variables a0; : : : ; al, l¿0, expressions e1; : : : ; el, and (sub-) runs
r0; : : : ; rl such that
(1) r= r0 ·〈a1 := e1〉·r1 ·〈a2 := e2〉·r2 · : : : ·〈al := el〉·rl;
(2) a0 = x, al =y;
(3) ei contains ai−1 for i=1; : : : ; l; and
(4) ri is transparent for ai for i=0; : : : ; l.
We also say “(x; y) is a dependence of r” in this case.
Example 8. The run 〈b := a; c := b; e := 0; f := e〉 exhibits the dependences (a; b),
(a; c), and (b; c) but not the dependence (e; f) because e is killed by the assignment
e := 0 before it is read.
4.2. Dependence traces
Unfortunately, we cannot use dependences themselves as abstract domain because, in
general, the dependences of the interleavings of two runs (or runs sets) cannot directly
be inferred from the dependences of these runs (or run sets). As an example, consider
the two runs r1 = 〈b := a; b := 0; d := c〉 and r2 = 〈d := c〉. Both exhibit just the depen-
dence (c; d). But r1 can be interleaved with r3 = 〈c := b〉 to 〈b := a; c := b; b := 0; d := c〉,
a run that exhibits (a; d) while r2 cannot. Thus, an abstraction of run sets that faithfully
mirrors dependences must collect more information than just dependences. We propose
to employ dependence traces that are de4ned in the following.
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The basic idea is to collect not only dependences but sequences of dependences
that can successively be exhibited by a run. For example, we record the sequence
’= 〈(a; b); (c; d)〉 for the run r1 but not for r2. Intuitively, ’ plays a dual role: on
the one hand, it captures the potential of r1 to exhibit dependence (a; d) if a run of
a parallel thread 4lls the gap between b and c (like run r3) and, on the other hand,
its potential to successively 4ll the gaps (a; b) and (c; d) in a parallel run (like in
〈a := x; c := b; y :=d〉).
A dependence sequence is a sequence ’= 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉, k¿0, of depen-
dences. Note that we allow the empty dependence sequence . We write
←’ for x1 and→’ for yk , if ’ = ; if ’= , ←’ and →’ are unde4ned. We denote the set of dependence
sequences by DS.
Example 9. ’= 〈(a; b); (c; d)〉 is a dependence sequence with ←’ = a and →’ =d.
Further information must be collected. To see why, compare the run r4 = 〈a := 0;
b :=a; b := 0; d := c〉 with r1. Unlike r1, r4 does not have the potential to exhibit
dependence (a; d) if a parallel run 4lls the gap between b and c, but like r1 it can
successively 4ll the gaps (a; b) and (c; d) in a parallel run. The crucial di9erence is
that in r4 the part of the run before a is read is not transparent for the source variable
of the 4rst dependence, viz. a. A similar di9erence can arise for the target variable of
the 4nal dependence. Therefore, we re4ne dependence sequences to dependence traces.
A dependence trace is a triple -=(.; ’; /) consisting of Boolean values .; /∈B=
{0; 1} coding initial and 4nal transparency and a dependence sequence ’. We assume
that .=0 and /=0 if ’= . The set of dependence traces is denoted by DT:
DT = {(.; ’; /) ∈ B × DS×B |’=  ⇒ (.=0 ∧ /=0)}:
A run r is said to exhibit dependence trace -=(.; 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉; /), r  - for
short, if there are sub-runs t0; : : : ; tk ; r1; : : : ; rk , such that
(1) r= t0 ·r1 · t1 ·r2 · · · rk · tk ;
(2) ri exhibits dependence (xi; yi) for i=1; : : : ; k;
(3) .=1 implies that t0 is transparent for x1; and
(4) /=1 implies that tk is transparent for yk .
In this case, we call t0 ·r1 · t1 ·r2 · · · rk · tk a decomposition of r that witnesses r  -.
Note that r  (0; ; 0) holds for all runs r as witnessed by the trivial decomposition
t0 = r. The trivial dependence trace (0; ; 0) allows us to distinguish the dependence
trace abstraction of the empty run set from the abstraction of non-empty run sets.
Instead of saying “r exhibits -” we often use the phrase “- is a dependence trace
of r”.
Example 10. Run r1 exhibits the dependence trace (1; 〈(a; b); (c; d)〉; 1) in contrast to
r4. However, both runs share the dependence trace (0; 〈(a; b); (c; d)〉; 0).
Example 11. Consider the run r5 = 〈a := 0; b := a; c := b; c := 0; f := e; e := 0〉.
One of the dependence traces of r5 is -=(0; 〈(a; c); (e; f)〉; 1) as witnessed by the
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decomposition r= t0 ·r1 · t1 ·r2 · t2 where
〈a := 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t0
; b := a; c := b︸ ︷︷ ︸
r1
; c := 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t1
; f := e︸ ︷︷ ︸
r2
; e := 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t2
〉:
Another decomposition witnessing - is
〈a := 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t0









Run r5 has also many other dependence traces, e.g., (1; 〈(b; c); (e; f)〉; 1) and
(1; 〈(e; f)〉; 1).
Ultimately, we are interested in dependence traces without gaps that code complete
transfers from one variable to another one, where a gap can either be a lack of initial
or 4nal transparency or a hole from yi to xi+1. Thus, the dependence traces of ultimate
interest are those of the form (1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1). They correspond to dependences.
Proposition 12. r  (1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1) if and only if r exhibits dependence (x; y).
The abstraction of run sets must allow us to propagate the transparency bit of
dependence traces through sequential contexts. For this purpose we collect in addi-
tion to a set of dependence traces a set of variables for which a transparent run exists.
According to these ideas, we may abstract a set of (non-atomic) runs R to a pair
(TR; DR) consisting of the set of variables
TR := {x | ∃r ∈ R : r is transparent for x}
and the set of dependence traces
DR := {- | ∃r ∈ R : r  -}:
Indeed, on this abstraction of run sets, we can de4ne abstract operators that precisely
mirror the operators on sets of non-atomic runs. Still we are not yet done. The problem
is that we do not know how to represent DR 4nitely.
Fortunately, it is not necessary to collect all dependence traces in the abstraction,
in order to describe the potential for forming dependences with a parallel context. It
su7ces to retain only certain “short” dependence traces in the abstraction that subsume
the potential of all the other ones. Before we turn to the technical development, let us
illustrate this kind of subsumption by a small example.
Consider the two dependence traces -1 = (1; 〈(a; b); (c; d); (e; f)〉; 1) and
-2 = (1; 〈(a; d); (e; f)〉; 1). Both share the gap (d; e) but -1 has the additional gap (b; c).
If a run of a parallel context can successively 4ll the two gaps in -1—i.e. if it exhibits
the dependence trace -3 = (0; 〈(b; c); (d; e)〉; 0)—it can also 4ll the single gap in -2—i.e.
it also exhibits -4 = (0; 〈(d; e)〉; 0). Two interesting relationships between dependence
traces popped up in this discussion. On the one hand, -1 is “subsumed” by -2. On the
other hand -4 is “implied” by -3 as it has less dependences: any run having -3 as a
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dependence traces also has -4 as a dependence trace. We now de4ne two orders on the
set of dependence traces that capture these two relationships, the “implication order”
and the “subsumption order”.
4.3. Implication order
Let 6⊆DT×DT be the smallest reJexive and transitive relation on the set of
dependence traces that satis4es
(1) (.; ’ ·〈(x; y)〉· ; /)6(.; ’ · ; /), if ’ =  ∨ .=0 and  =  ∨ /=0;
(2) (1; ’; /)6(0; ’; /); and
(3) (.; ’; 1)6(.; ’; 0).
Proposition 13. 6 is a partial order on DT called the implication order.
The implication order 6 allows us to weaken the information in a dependence trace
in two ways. First of all, we can omit dependences (1); here we must be careful not
to omit the 4rst or last dependence if the corresponding transparency bit is set, as
otherwise the transparency bit might become invalid. Secondly, we can weaken the
information about transparency of the initial or 4nal part of the run, by changing the
transparency bits from 1 to 0 (2 & 3).
The most appealing fact about 6 is that it preserves compatibility, which justi4es
the name “implication order”.
Proposition 14 (6 preserves compatibility). Suppose r  - and -6-′. Then r  -′.
Example 15. Consider the dependence trace -=(1; 〈(a; b); (c; d)〉; 0) of the run r=
〈b := a; c := 0; d := c; d := 0〉. Here is a list of the dependence traces implied by -:
-1 = (0; 〈(a; b); (c; d)〉; 0)
-2 = (1; 〈(a; b)〉; 0)
-3 = (0; 〈(a; b)〉; 0)
-4 = (0; 〈(c; d)〉; 0)
-5 = (0; ; 0)
i.e., we have -6-i for i=1; : : : ; 5. All of them are dependence traces of r. But we do
not have -6-6 for -6 = (1; 〈(c; d)〉; 0). And indeed, -6 is not a dependence trace of r
because variable c is killed before it is read in r.
4.4. Subsumption order
We now de4ne the subsumption order  ⊆DT×DT. Intuitively, - -′ captures that
-′ has fewer gaps than - and thus subsumes the potential of - for forming dependences
with a cooperating parallel context. We de4ne  as the smallest transitive and reJexive
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Fig. 7. Illustration of implication and subsumption order.
relation that satis4es
(.; ’ · 〈(x; y)〉 · ’′ · 〈(x′; y′)〉 · ’′′; /)  (.; ’ · 〈(x; y′)〉 · ’′′; /):
Fig. 7 illustrates the di9erence between the implication and the subsumption order. For
simplicity, we only show the dependence sequences and omit the transparency bits. In
the top row we show a dependence trace -, in the middle row a dependence trace -′
that is implied by -, and in the bottom row a dependence trace -′′ that subsumes -.
The implication order allows us to omit dependences (and weaken transparency bits).
In contrast the subsumption order allows us to remove gaps.
It is obvious from the de4ning rule that a dependence trace -′ that properly subsumes
another dependence trace - embodies a strictly shorter dependence sequence. Therefore,
 satis4es the ascending chain condition.
Proposition 16.  is a partial order on DT that satis<es the ascending chain condi-
tion: every strictly increasing sequence -1@ -2@ · · · is <nite.
Note that dependence traces of the form (1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1), which correspond to depen-
dences by Proposition 12, are maximal w.r.t.  . This simple observation is important,
as it implies that we cover all dependences even when we only consider  -maximal
dependence traces.
4.5. A lattice of antichains
An antichain with respect to  (or  -antichain for short) is a set D⊆DT of
dependence traces satisfying
¬ ∃-; -′ ∈ D : - @ -′:
We denote the set of  -antichains by AC. We can lift the subsumption order to AC
as follows:
D  D′ :⇔ ∀- ∈ D ∃-′ ∈ D′ : -  -′:
Thus, D′ subsumes D, if every dependence trace in D is subsumed by some dependence
trace in D′. We call  the antichain order. This is justi4ed by the following lemma.
Lemma 17.  is a partial order on AC.
Proof. It is straightforward to show that  is reJexive and transitive. Let us show
that  is also antisymmetric and hence a partial order.
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Suppose DD′D. We show that D⊆D′, the reverse inclusion follows analo-
gously. Suppose -∈D. Then there is -′ ∈D′ with - -′ as DD′. Because of D′D,
there is -′′ ∈D with -′ -′′. Thus, we have
D  -  -′  -′′ ∈ D:
As D is an antichain, this implies that -= -′′. Consequently, all these three dependence
traces must be equal: -= -′= -′′. But then -= -′ ∈D′.
A simple way to form an  -antichain out of an arbitrary subset D⊆DT is to
consider the set of  -maximal elements in D. We denote this set by D↑:
D↑ = {- ∈ D | ¬∃-′ ∈ D : - @ -′}:
The dependence traces in D↑ subsume all dependence traces in D. In this sense, no
interesting information is lost when going from D to D↑.
Lemma 18 (↑ subsumes). For any -∈D there is a -′ ∈D↑ such that - -′.
Proof. The lemma follows easily with the ascending chain condition.
The operator ↑ is a co-closure operator that yields  -antichains:
Lemma 19 (↑ is a co-closure operator).
(1) D↑⊆D.
(2) (D↑)↑=D↑.
(3) D↑ is an  -antichain.
(4) (·)↑ is monotonic: D⊆E implies D↑E↑.
Proof. The proof of these properties is straightforward.
The  -antichains together with the lifted subsumption order form a complete lattice.
Lemma 20. (AC;  ) is a complete lattice. The least upper bound (lub) of a subset
D⊆AC is ⊔D := (⋃D)↑ and the least element of (AC;  ) is ⊥AC := ∅.
Proof. In order to show that (AC;  ) is a complete lattice, it su7ces to demonstrate
that any subset D⊆AC has a least upper bound. We show that, as claimed in the
lemma, E := (
⋃
D)↑ is indeed the least upper bound of D.
Firstly, E is an upper bound of D: we have to show that DE for any D∈D,
which is seen as follows:
-∈D
⇒ [D∈D, de4nition of ⋃D]
-∈⋃D
⇒ [Lemma 18, de4nition E]
∃-′ ∈E : - -′:
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Secondly, E is smaller than any other bound D. Suppose F is an arbitrary upper bound
of D. Then EF follows from the following chain of implications:
-∈E
⇒ [De4nition E, Lemma 19(1)]
-∈⋃D
⇒ [De4nition of ⋃D]
∃D∈D : -∈D
⇒ [DF as F is an upper bound of D, de4nition  ]
∃-′ ∈F : - -′:
The least element of (AC;  ) is ⊥AC=
⊔∅=(∅)↑= ∅.
Let us consider another operator on sets of dependence traces, the downwards closure
operator (·)↓. It is de4ned for sets D∈DT by
D↓ = {- ∈ DT | ∃-′ ∈ D : -  -′}:
We can apply (·)↓ in particular to antichains. Thus, we may consider (·)↓ as an operator
(·)↓ :AC→ 2DT. It is not hard to see that (·)↓ is monotonic.
Proposition 21. Suppose A; B∈AC. Then AB implies A↓⊆B↓.
(·)↑ and (·)↓ are approximate inverses of each other.
Lemma 22. For any D∈DT, we have D↑↓⊇D and D↓↑⊆D. For any A∈AC, we even







D↑↓⊇D: By Lemma 18, there is, for any -∈D, a dependence trace -′ ∈D↑ such that
- -′. This implies that -∈D↑↓.
D↓↑⊆D: If -∈D↓↑, then - is a maximal element in D↓. The maximal elements in
D↓, however, must already be in D, as they cannot be added to D by lying strictly
below another element of D.
A↓↑=A: It remains to show that A↓↑⊇A. Any -∈A is maximal in A↓.
Therefore, any such - is also in A↓↑.
The fact that ((·)↑; (·)↓) is a Galois surjection from 2DT into AC shows us that
 -antichains form a reasonable abstraction of sets of dependence traces. It also has
other interesting consequences. First of all, it implies that (·)↑ is universally disjunctive,
which is important for ensuring that the abstraction mapping and the abstract operators
de4ned later are universally disjunctive as well.
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Proposition 23. (·)↑ : 2DT→AC is universally disjunctive (‘distributive’).
Secondly, it shows us that we can present (AC;  ) isomorphically by downwards
closed sets of dependence traces. From the theory of Galois connections, we know that
the images of the upper and lower adjoint are isomorphic. This implies that (AC;  ),
the image of (·)↑, is isomorphic to the image of (·)↓, which is the set of downwards
closed sets of dependence traces ordered by set inclusion. Note that this isomorphism
depends on the fact that the underlying subsumption order on dependence traces satis4es
the ascending chain condition. Otherwise, Lemma 18 would fail and we would not
have the property D↑↓⊇D that is crucial for the isomorphism between antichains and
downwards closed sets.
For our purpose it is more convenient to work with antichains, because this leads
to a more natural de4nition of the interleaving operator. If we work with downwards
closed sets we may add dependence traces by means of downwards closure that are not
exhibited by any run in the abstracted run set. These additional dependence traces do
not represent actual potential of the run set and in order to avoid imprecision, we must
ensure that they are not considered for inferring dependence traces of interleavings.
4.6. Short dependence traces
A dependence sequence ’= 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉 is called short if
(1) all destination variables of dependences not counting the last one are distinct: for
all 16i¡j¡k, yi =yj; and
(2) all source variables of dependences not counting the 4rst one are distinct: for all
1¡i¡j6k, xi = xj.
A dependence trace -=(.; ’; /) is called short if the embodied dependence sequence
’ is short. We write DTS for the set of short dependence traces:
DTS = {- ∈ DT | - is short}:
Example 24. Consider the run r= 〈c := a; c := b; e :=d〉. One of its dependence traces
is -=(1; 〈(a; c); (b; c); (d; e)〉; 1), which is not short due to the repetition of variable c
as a target variable. But run r has also the dependence trace -′=(1; 〈(a; c); (d; e)〉; 1)
which is short and subsumes -. This is not a coincidence as we will see in a moment
(Lemma 26).
We are interested in short dependence traces for two reasons. Firstly, there are only
4nitely many short dependence traces. This makes the abstract domain introduced in
the next section 4nite as well and ensures that 4xpoints for monotonic functions on
this domain can be calculated e9ectively. The following lemma provides a formula for
the cardinality of DTS and an asymptotic bound.
Lemma 25. Let n= |X |. Then |DTS|=1 + 4n2n!2∑ni=0 1i!2 =O(n2n+2).
Proof. By the pigeonhole principle, a dependence sequence cannot contain more than
n+ 1 dependences without violating the condition of shortness.
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Let i∈{0; : : : ; n}. For forming a dependence sequence 〈d0; : : : ; di〉 of length i + 1
in a dependence trace, we can choose arbitrary program variables as source variable
of d0 and as destination variable of di; there are n2 ways of doing this. We can
choose the remaining source variables of d1; : : : ; di as an arbitrary i-permutation of
the variables in X . (Recall that an i-permutation of X is an ordered sequence of i
elements of X , with no element appearing more than once in the sequence). The same
holds for the remaining destination variables of d0; : : : ; di−1. As there are n!=(n− i)!
i-permutations [6], there are thus n2(n!=(n− i)!)2 short dependence sequences of length
i + 1. There are four possible choices for the transparency bits in a dependence trace
with a given non-empty dependence sequence. In addition we have a single dependence
trace with an empty dependence sequence, viz. (0; ; 0). Summing up, the number of





































the asymptotic bound O(n2n+2) follows.
The asymptotic bound O(n2n+2) for |DTS| is rather rough as it involves the rather
bad estimate nn for n! but su7ces for our purposes. Using for instance Stirling’s
approximation [6] for the factorial function, we could obtain tighter bounds.
The second reason why we are interested in short dependence traces is that they suf-
4ce to capture the potential of runs to aid in forming dependences ‘up to subsumption’
as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 26 (Short dependence traces subsume). Suppose r  -. Then there is a short
dependence trace -′ with r  -′ and -  -′.
Proof. Suppose r  -=(.; 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉; /). We describe a shortening proce-
dure that can be iterated until a short dependence trace is obtained.
Suppose - is not already short. Let us assume that Condition 1 is violated; if Condi-
tion 2 is violated we can proceed analogously. Then there are indices i; j, 16i¡j¡k,
with yi =yj. Consider the dependence trace -′ obtained from - by removing the middle
part 〈(xi+1; yi+1); : : : ; (xj; yj)〉 of the dependence sequence:
-′ := (.; 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xi; yi); (xj+1; yj+1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉; /):
It is not hard to see that both -  -′ and -6 -′. By Proposition 14 the latter implies
r  -′.
We still have to see that we can obtain the short dependence traces of a composed set
of runs from the short dependence traces of the argument run sets. This is particularly
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challenging for run sets obtained by interleaving and will be the topic of Sections
4.8–4.12.
Shortening a dependence trace w.r.t. either 6 or  results again in a short depen-
dence trace.
Lemma 27 (6 and  preserve shortness). If - is short and -6-′ or -  -′, then -′
is short.
Proof. All pairs of source or target variables in -′ are also pairs of target variables in
- if -6-′ or -  -′.
We denote the set of antichains of short dependence traces by ACS:
ACS = {D ∈ AC | D ⊆ DTS}:
Lemma 26 implies that  -maximal dependence traces of a run (or run set) are always
short. Therefore, if we restrict attention to short dependence traces of a run or run set,
we still capture all maximal dependence traces. By working with ACS instead of AC,
we code this knowledge into the domain. In particular, we do not lose dependences
because the dependence traces of the form (1; 〈(a; b)〉; 1) that correspond to dependences
are trivially short.
Lemma 28. (ACS;  ) is a complete sub-lattice of (AC;  ). Its height is |DTS|+1 =
O(n2n+2) where n = |X |.
Proof. Suppose D⊆ACS. In order to prove that (ACS;  ) is a complete sub-lattice














We can restrict the downwards closure operator to short dependence traces, i.e.
rede4ne it by D↓= {-∈DTS | ∃-′∈D : -  -′} for D⊆DTS. It follows as in Lemma 22






As a consequence (ACS;  ) is isomorphic to the lattice of downwards closed subsets
of DTS, ordered by set inclusion. The latter is a sub-lattice of (2DTS;⊆). Hence its
height (and thus the height of (ACS; )) cannot be larger than the height of (2DTS;⊆)
which is |DTS|+ 1.
On the other hand, we can construct an ascending chain of size |DTS| + 1. Let
(x1; : : : ; x|DTS|) be a topological sort of (DTS;  ), i.e., a list containing all elements of
DTS such that xi  xj implies i6j for all i; j∈{1; : : : ; |DTS|}. Then we can de4ne a
chain of length DTS+1 by choosing A0 = ∅ and Ai =(Ai−1 ∪{xi})↑ for i=1; : : : ; |DTS|.
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Ai−1  Ai is obvious, and Ai−1 =Ai holds because Ai−1⊆{x1; : : : ; xi−1}, which is seen
by a straightforward induction. Thus, xi is maximal in Ai−1 ∪{xi} due to the topological
sort property.
The asymptotic bound |DTS|+ 1=O(n2n+2) follows from Lemma 25.
4.7. The abstract domain
Let us now de4ne the abstract domain. The values of the abstract domain AD are
pairs (T; D) consisting of a set T ⊆X of variables and an  -antichain D of short
dependence traces:
AD = 2X × ACS:
T represents the variables for which a transparent run exists. This information is
necessary in order to allow a proper propagation of initial and 4nal transparency bits
in sequential contexts. The order on the abstract domain, which we also denote by the
symbol  , is de4ned as the lift of the inclusion order on the T component and the
antichain order  on the D component: (T; D)  (T ′; D′) i9
(1) T ⊆T ′ and
(2) D  D′.
(AD;  ) is the product lattice of the complete lattices (2X ;⊆) and (ACS;  ) and hence
also a complete lattice. Both of these lattices have ∅ as their least element. Hence, (∅; ∅)
is the least element of  .
Lemma 29. (AD;  ) is a complete lattice with least element (∅; ∅). Its height is
O(n2n+2) where n = |X |.
Proof. It only remains to prove the asymptotic bound for the height. The height of
AD is the sum of the height of (2X ;⊆), which is n+ 1, and the height of (ACS;  ),
which is O(n2n+2) by Lemma 28. This implies the stated bound.
Let us now de4ne an abstraction mapping  :NR→AD that captures the intuition
how non-atomic run sets are abstracted to values from AD:
(R) = (TR; DR); where
TR = {x ∈ X | ∃r ∈ R : r is transparent for x} and
DR = {- ∈ DT | ∃r ∈ R : r  -}↑:
Before we proceed, let us show that this is a proper de4nition.
Lemma 30.  is well-de<ned.
Proof. We have to show two things for an arbitrary R∈NR:
(1) DR consists of short dependence traces.
(2) DR is an  -antichain.
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To 1.: Assume there is -∈DR that is not short. Then there is r ∈R with r  -. By
Lemma 26, there is a short dependence trace -′ with r  - and -  -′. In particular
-′∈{-∈DT | ∃r ∈R : r  -} and, as -′ is short and - is not, we even have - @ -′.
But this shows that - is not maximal in {-∈DT | ∃r ∈R : r  -} and hence is not a
member of DR, a contradiction.
To 2.: This is ensured by Lemma 19(4).
The abstraction (R) of a run set R is induced by the following abstraction 4(r) of
the single runs r ∈R:
4(r) = (Tr; Dr); where
Tr = {x ∈ X | r is transparent for x} and
Dr = {- ∈ DT | r  -}↑:
Lemma 31. Suppose R∈NR. Then (R)=⊔ {4(r) | r ∈R}.
Proof. We have
⊔ {4(r) | r ∈R}=(⋃r∈R Tr;⊔r∈R Dr). It is obvious that TR = ⋃r∈R Tr .




r∈R {- | r  -}↑)↑, by Lemma 20. It is not
hard to show that this equals DR by considering the  - and the " -direction separately.
The fact that  is induced by an abstraction on single runs has nice consequences.
Proposition 32.  is monotonic: R⊆R′ implies (R)  (R′).
Proposition 33.  is universally disjunctive.
The latter property is crucial for precision of the abstract interpretation of constraint
systems, cf. Section 5, and shows us that  provides a proper abstraction of run sets
by being the lower adjoint of a Galois connection. For completeness let us introduce
the corresponding upper adjoint. It is 5 :AD→NR, de4ned by
5(T; D) = {r |Tr ⊆ T; Dr  D}:





We leave the proof that 5 is well-de4ned and forms a Galois connection with  to
the reader.
In the sections that follow we de4ne composition operators on AD and show that
they are precise abstractions of the corresponding operators on NR. We start with the
pre- and the post-operator that are rather simple. Then we discuss sequential composi-
tion. Afterwards we consider the most interesting and challenging operator: interleaving.
Finally, we discuss the abstract semantics of base edges.
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4.8. Pre-operator
We de4ne the (abstract) pre-operator, pre# :AD→AD, as follows:
pre#(T; D) =
{
(∅; ∅) if D = ∅
(X; {(.; ’; /) ∈ DT | (.; ’; 0) ∈ D}) if D = ∅:
Lemma 35. pre# is well-de<ned: for any (T; D)∈AD, pre#(T; D)∈AD.
Proof. The only property that is not obvious is that A := {(.; ’; /)∈DT | (.; ’; 0)∈D} is
an antichain of short dependence traces. First of all, any dependence trace (.; ’; /)∈A
inherits being short from the dependence trace (.; ’; 0)∈D that induces its inclusion
in A. Secondly, assume that there are distinct dependence traces -; -′∈A with -  -′.
By the de4nition of the subsumption order, the transparency bits in - and -′ must
coincide, i.e. we can write them in the form -=(.; ’; /) and -′=(.; ’′; /). From -  -′
it follows that also (.; ’; 0)  (.; ’′; 0). But then (.; ’; 0) and (.; ’′; 0) are two distinct
comparable dependence traces in D, which is a contradiction to D being an antichain.
Hence pre#(T; D) must be an antichain of short dependence traces.
The crucial observation for the adequacy of the de4nition of pre# is this.
Lemma 36. r  (.; ’; 0) if and only if there is a pre<x r′ of r with r′  (.; ’; /).
Proof. Let ’= 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉.
‘⇒’: Suppose r  (.; ’; 0). If /=0, we can choose r′= r. So assume /=1. Choose
a decomposition t0 · r1 · · · rk · tk of r that witnesses r  (.; ’; 0). Let r′= t0 · r1 · · · rk .
Then, clearly, r′ is a pre4x of r and t0 · r1 · · · rk · t′k with t′k =  is a decomposition
of r′ that witnesses r′  (.; ’; 1).
‘⇐’: Suppose r′ is a pre4x of r with r′  (.; ’; /). Choose r′′ with r= r′· r′′, and let
t0 · r1 · · · rk · tk be a decomposition of r′ that witnesses r′  (.; ’; /). Then t0 · r1 · · · rk ·
t′k with t
′
k = tk · r′′ is a decomposition of r that witnesses r  (.; ’; 0).
We can now show that the abstract pre-operator is a precise abstraction of the
concrete pre-operator.
Theorem 37 (Abstract pre-operator is precise). Suppose R∈NR. Then (pre(R))=
pre#((R)).
Proof. If R= ∅, then (pre(R))= (∅)= (∅; ∅)= pre#(∅; ∅)= pre#((R)). So let us
assume R = ∅.
By unfolding the de4nitions, we see that (pre(R))= (Tpre(R); Dpre(R)) with
Tpre(R) = {x | ∃r; r′ ∈ Runs : r · r′ ∈ R ∧ r is transparent for x};
Dpre(R) = {- | ∃r; r′ ∈ Runs : r · r′ ∈ R ∧ r  -}↑:
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In order to evaluate the right-hand side, note 4rst that DR is non-empty: there is a
run r ∈R and any such run satis4es r  (0; ; 0); moreover, (0; ; 0) is  -maximal and
hence contained in DR. Consequently, the second case applies in the de4nition of pre#
and we have pre#((R))= pre#(TR; DR)= (X;D) with
D = {(.; ’; /) ∈ DT | (.; ’; 0) ∈ DR}↑:
Thus, we have to show Tpre(R) =X and Dpre(R) =D.
Tpre(R)⊆X is trivial. In order to see the reverse inclusion, i.e. that Tpre(R) contains
any x∈X , choose an arbitrary r ∈R and observe that the empty run  is a pre4x of r
that is transparent for any variable x.
The following chain of implications shows Dpre(R)  D:
(.; ’; /)∈Dpre(R)
⇒ [Equation above, Lemma 19(1)]
∃r; r′ ∈ Runs : r · r′ ∈ R ∧ r  (.; ’; /)
i9 [Lemma 36]
∃r ∈ R : r  (.; ’; 0)
i9 [Set comprehension]
(.; ’; 0) ∈ {- ∈ DT | ∃r ∈ R : r  -}
⇒ [Lemma 18, de4nition DR]
∃-′ ∈ DR : (.; ’; 0) -′
⇒ [See below]
∃- ∈ D : (.; ’; /) -:
The reasoning for the last step is as follows. The subsumption order  is con-
cerned only with removing gaps from the dependence sequence ’ in a dependence
trace but leaves the initial and 4nal transparency information untouched. Hence, the
dependence trace -′∈DR with (.; ’; 0)  -′ must have the form -′=(.;  ; 0). But then
- := (.;  ; /)∈D and (.; ’; /)  (.;  ; /).
Finally, we show D  Dpre(R):
(.; ’; /)∈D
⇒ [Above equation for D, Lemma 19(1)]
(.; ’; 0)∈DR
⇒ [De4nition of DR, Lemma 19(1)]
∃r ∈R : r  (.; ’; 0)
i9 [Lemma 36]
∃r; r′: r · r′∈R∧ r  (.; ’; /)
i9 [Set comprehension]
(.; ’; /)∈{-∈DT | ∃r; r′: r · r′∈R∧ r  -}
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⇒ [Lemma 18]
∃-∈{-∈DT | ∃r; r′: r · r′∈R∧ r  -}↑ : (.; ’; /)  -
i9 [Above equation for Dpre(R)]
∃-∈Dpre(R) : (.; ’; /)  -:
This completes the proof.
4.9. Post-operator




(∅; ∅) if D = ∅;
(X; {(.; ’; /) ∈ DT | (0; ’; /) ∈ D}) if D = ∅:
By symmetry to the pre-operator we obtain that the post operator is well-de4ned
and a precise abstraction of the post-operator on non-atomic run sets.
Theorem 38 (Abstract post-operator is precise). Suppose R∈NR. Then (post(R))=
post#((R)).
4.10. Sequential composition
The (abstract) sequential composition operator, ;# :AD×AD→AD, which we write
as an in4x operator, is de4ned by
(T; D);# (T ′; D′) = (T ∩ T ′; (D;D′)↑);
where
D;D′ = {(.; ’; /) ∈ D | / = 1⇒ ’˜ ∈ T ′} (1)
∪ {(.; ’; /) ∈ D′ | . = 1⇒ ’˜ ∈ T} (2)
∪ {(.; ’ ·  ; /) ∈ DTS | (.; ’; 0) ∈ D; (0;  ; /) ∈ D′} (3)
∪ {(.; ’ · 〈(x; z)〉 ·  ; /) ∈ DTS | (4)
∃y : (.; ’ · 〈(x; y)〉; 1) ∈ D; (1; 〈(y; z)〉 ·  ; /) ∈ D′}:
Before we explain the intuition underlying this de4nition we show well-de4nedness.
Lemma 39. The abstract sequential composition operator ;# is well-de<ned.
Proof. We have to show that (D;D′)↑ ∈ACS for all D;D′∈ACS, i.e. that (D;D′)↑ is
an  -antichain of short dependence traces.
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Fig. 8. Intuition of sequential composition.
It is easy to see that D;D′ (and hence its subset D;D′)↑) contains only short depen-
dence traces: the 4rst two sets contain only dependence traces from D or D′, which
consequently are short, and the constructions in the third and fourth set are explicitly
restricted to contain short dependence traces. The application of the ↑-operator ensures
that (D;D′)↑ ∈ACS is an  -antichain.
Obviously, a run r= r′ · r′′ composed of two runs r′ and r′′ is transparent for a
variable x if and only if both r′ and r′′ are. Therefore, transparency information must
be intersected in a sequential composition.
Let us explain the intuition underlying the de4nition of D;D′. Suppose given a run
r= r′· r′′ which is composed of two runs r′∈D and r′′∈D′ that use distinct virtual
variables (virtual(r′)∩ virtual(r′′)= ∅). Assume that -=(.; ’; /) with ’= 〈d1; : : : ; dk〉
is a dependence trace of r. Each di in ’ is a dependence of a sub-piece ri of r; we can
choose the ri as short as possible (i.e., such that it starts with an assignment that reads
the source variable of di and ends with an assignment to the destination variable of di).
There are four possibilities, how these sub-pieces can be situated in r as illustrated in
Fig. 8:
(1) all of them can lie in r′;
(2) all of them can lie in r′′;
(3) there is an i, 16i¡k, such that r1; : : : ; ri lie in r′ and ri+1; : : : ; rk lie in r′′;
(4) there is an i such that ri overlaps with the join point of r′ and r′′.
These four cases are handled by the four sets appearing in the de4nition of D;D′:
(1) in this case, - is also a dependence trace of r′. Vice versa, dependence traces
-′=(.′; ’′; /′) of r′ give rise to dependence traces of r. However, if /′=1, no
statement that kills
→
’′, the destination variable of the last dependence in ’′, is
allowed after rk . Therefore, r′ must be transparent for
→
’′; hence the side condition
in set (1).
(2) this case is symmetric to case (1).
(3) in this case, r′ has the dependence trace (.; 〈d1; : : : ; di〉; 0) and r′′ the dependence
trace (0; 〈di+1; : : : ; dk〉; /). Vice versa, dependence traces of r′ and r′′ of this form
give rise to a dependence trace of r.
(4) choose variables x; z ∈X such that di =(x; z). Sub-run ri accomplishes the transfer
from x to z via certain intermediate variables. One of these intermediate variables,
say y, must bridge the joint point between r′ and r′′ (i.e., it is assigned to in
r′, read from in r′′ and not killed in between). As r and r′ use distinct virtual
variables, y must be a program variable: y∈X . Then (s; 〈d1; : : : ; di−1; (x; y)〉; 1) is
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a dependence trace of r′ and (1; 〈(y; z); di+1; : : : ; dk〉; /) is a dependence trace of
r′′. The bit 1 as 4nal component of -′ and 4rst component of -′′ is justi4ed, as y
is not killed from the place where it is assigned to in r′ and read in r′′. Similarly,
dependences of r′ and r′′ of the above form give rise to a dependence trace of r.
It is not hard to see that in all four cases the dependence traces of r′ and=or r′′
in question are short and  -maximal if - is and, vice versa, that each short and
 -maximal dependence trace of r can be composed of short and  -maximal depen-
dence traces of r′ and r′′ in the described way.
Lemma 40 (Abstract sequential composition operator is precise). Suppose R; S ∈NR.
Then (R ; S)= (R) ;# (S).
Proof. By formalizing the intuition described above.
4.11. Interleaving
Transparency information for the interleaving R⊗ S of two run sets R and S is easy
to obtain from transparency information of the components: a transparent run for a
variable x exists in R⊗ S if and only if each component set contains a transparent run.
Therefore, the transparency information in TR and TS must simply be intersected.
It is far more interesting to consider the dependence traces in DR⊗S as the two threads
modeled by R and S can cooperate in order to exhibit dependences. More speci4cally,
a dependence (u; v) can be composed of complementary dependence sequences of two
runs r ∈R and s∈ S, e.g., as illustrated here:
Transfers of r: u = x1→y1 x2→y2 x3→y4 · · · xk−1→yk−1 xk→yk = v
Transfers of s: y1→x2 y2→x3 · · · yk−1→xk
Of course such a combination of complementary dependence sequences can also start
and=or end with a dependence of s. And, as a border case, one of the dependence se-
quences can be empty; the other then just consists of a single dependence.
Before we de4ne the abstract interleaving operator, we present in the next section
the general de4nition of when two dependence sequences complement each other to a
single dependence and introduce a relation C that extends this de4nition to dependence
traces.
4.11.1. Complementary dependence traces
Let ’;  ∈DS be two dependence sequences (one of them can be empty) and u; v∈X .
Choose variables such that ’= 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉, k¿0. We say that  comple-
ments ’ to (u; v) if one of the following cases applies:
(1) ’ = , u=←’, v= →’, and  = 〈(y1; x2); : : : ; (yk−1; xk)〉;
(2) ’ = ,  = , u=←’, v= → , and  = 〈(y1; x2); : : : ; (yk−1; xk); (yk ; v)〉;
(3) ’ = ,  = , u= ← , v= →’, and  = 〈(u; x1); (y1; x2); : : : ; (yk−1; xk)〉; or
(4)  = , u= ← , v= → , and  = 〈(u; x1); (y1; x2); : : : ; (yk−1; xk); (yk ; v)〉.
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Fig. 9. Complementary dependence traces.
Intuitively,  complements ’ to (u; v) if the two of them can alternately be combined
to a gap-free transfer from u to v. The di9erent cases are distinguished by whether
the 4rst read in this gap-free transfer comes from ’ (cases 1=2) or  (cases 3=4) and
whether the last write is in ’ (cases 1=3) or  (cases 2=4).
Now, consider a dependence trace - of a run t ∈R⊗ S which is an interleaving
of the runs r ∈R, s∈ S. Then every single dependence in - must be obtained in the
above described fashion from pieces of dependence traces of r and s. We, there-
fore, generalize this notion of completion to dependence traces as follows. Suppose
given dependence traces -; -0; -1, where -=(.; 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉; /), -0 = (.0; ’; /0),
-1 = (.1;  ; /1). Then we say that -1 complements -0 to -, C(-0; -1; -) for short, if there
are dependence sequences ’1; : : : ; ’k ;  1; : : : ;  k such that
(1) ’=’1 · : : : ·’k and  =  1 · : : : ·  k ;
(2)  i complements 9i to (xi; yi) for i=1; : : : ; k.
(3) .=1 implies .0 = 1 and  1 complements ’1 to (x1; y1) according to cases 1 and
2, or .1 = 1 and  1 complements ’1 according to cases 3 and 4; and
(4) /=1 implies /0 = 1 and  k complements ’k to (xk ; yk) according to cases 1 and
3, or /1 = 1 and  k complements ’k according to cases 2 and 4.
The typical situation of two dependence traces -0 and -1 that complement each other
to a dependence trace - is illustrated in Fig. 9. For clarity we omit the transparency
bits. The dashed vertical lines indicate equality of variables.
A number of elementary properties of the relation C are collected in the following
lemma.
Lemma 41 (Basic properties of C). Suppose -; -0; -1 ∈DT. Then
(1) C is symmetric in the <rst two parameters: C(-0; -1; -) if and only if C(-1; -0; -).
(2) (0; ; 0) is a ‘neutral element’: C((0; ; 0); -; -).
(3) In particular, C((0; ; 0); (0; ; 0); (0; ; 0)).
Proof. Left to the reader.
4.11.2. Interleaving operator
We are now in the position to de4ne the (abstract) interleaving operator, ⊗# :
AD×AD→AD, which we write again as an in4x operator:
(T; D)⊗# (T ′; D′) = (T ∩ T ′; {-′′ ∈ DTS | ∃- ∈ D; -′ ∈ D′ : C(-; -′; -′′)}↑):
By restricting the set construction to short dependence traces and applying the (·)↑
operator, the interleaving operator is trivially well-de4ned. The goal of the remainder
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of this section is to show that it is a precise abstraction of the interleaving operator
on sets of non-atomic runs.
Theorem 42 (Abstract interleaving operator is precise). Suppose R; S ∈NR. Then
(R⊗ S)= (R)⊗# (S).
The proof is deferred to Section 4.11.5. Before that, we establish a number of lemmas
that capture the main insights underlying the proof.
4.11.3. Soundness lemmas
The lemmas in this section are concerned with the soundness of the abstract inter-
leaving composition operator, i.e. they are crucial for the proof that (R⊗ S)  (R)⊗#
(S) for any two run sets R; S. The critical point here is to guarantee that our de4nition
of the abstract interleaving operator includes enough dependence traces.
As a 4rst step, we show that each dependence trace of some interleaving of two
runs r; s can also be obtained by combining two dependence traces of the component
runs r and s via the relation C.
Let r; s; t ∈Runs with virtual(r)∩ virtual(s)= ∅ and -∈DT.
Lemma 43. Suppose t ∈ r⊗ s and t  -. Then there are -r; -s ∈DT with r  -r , s  -s,
and C(-r; -s; -).
Proof. Assume that t is an interleaving of r and s and -=(.; 〈d1; : : : ; dk〉; /) is a
dependence trace of t. Each di is a dependence of a certain sub-run ti of t and each ti
is an interleaving of certain sub-runs of r and s.
From ti we can construct dependence traces ’i and  i of these sub-runs of r and s
such that ’i complements  i to dependence di. This is described below. Then ’1· : : : ·’k
and  1· : : : · k are dependence sequences of r and s, resp., and we can choose trans-
parency bits .r ; /r; .s; /s ∈B such that -r =(.r ; ’1· : : : ·’k; /r) and -s =(.s;  1· : : : · k ; /s)
are dependence traces of r and s, resp., such that C(-r; -s; -) holds. Speci4cally, we
choose .r = . if the 4rst assignment instance involved in the mediation of d1 belongs
to r and .s = . if it belongs to s, and similarly for the 4nal transparency bits and the
last assignment instance involved in the mediation of dk . All other transparency bits
are chosen 0.
Let us now explain how to construct the dependence sequences ’i and  i mentioned
above. Choose program variables x; y such that di =(x; y). Sub-run ti of t exhibits di
via certain assignment instances aj := ej, j=1; : : : ; l. In particular, al =y. Each of these
assignment instances lies either in a sub-piece of r or a sub-piece of s. Let us consider
the case that the 4rst assignment instance a1 := e1 lies in a sub-piece of r; the case that
it lies in a sub-piece of s is analogous. We can then 4nd indices 0¡j0¡j1¡ · · ·¡jn
such that aj := ej lies in a sub-piece of r if jm¡j6jm+1 for an even m∈{0; : : : ; n−1}
and in a sub-piece of s otherwise. In particular, for any j∈{ j1; : : : ; jn−1} one of the
assignments instances aj := ej and aj+1 := ej+1 lies in a sub-piece of r and the other
one in a sub-piece of s. This implies that aj must be a program variable, because it
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Fig. 10. Dependence traces of interleavings are induced by complementary dependence traces of the com-
ponents.
appears in ej+1 and virtual(r)∩ virtual(s)= ∅. Choose now
’i = 〈(x; aj1 ); (aj2 ; aj3 ); : : : ; (ajn−2 ; ajn−1 )〉;
 i = 〈(aj1 ; aj2 ); (aj3 ; aj4 ); : : : ; (ajn−1 ; y)〉
if n is even and
’i = 〈(x; aj1 ); (aj2 ; aj3 ); : : : ; (ajn−1 ; y)〉;
 i = 〈(aj1 ; aj2 ); (aj3 ; aj4 ); : : : ; (ajn−2 ; ajn−1 )〉
if n is odd. Then ’i and  i are dependence sequences of the sub-runs of r and s that
comprise ti and, obviously, ’i complements  i to di.
Example 44. Fig. 10 illustrates the construction in the proof of Lemma 43. The run t
is an interleaving of the runs r and s. We can thus decompose r and s into sub-runs
such that t is obtained by alternately shuZing these sub-runs together; in the example
r= r1 · r2 · r3 · r4 · r5, s= s1 · s2 · s3 · s4, and t= r1 · s1 · r2 · s2 · r3 · s3 · r4 · s4 · r5.
Let us assume that -=(.; 〈(a; b); (c; d)〉; /) is a dependence trace of t. Then there
are sub-runs t1 and t2 of t that exhibit the two dependences (a; b) and (c; d), e.g., as
shown in the 4gure. These sub-runs overlap in a certain way with the decompositions
of r and s; in the example in the 4gure, for instance, t1 overlaps with a post4x of
r1, all of s1; r2; s2, and a pre4x of r3. The dependence (a; b) is exhibited via certain
intermediate assignments ai := ei (not shown in the 4gure); we call these assignments
crucial in the following.
There may be sub-runs of r and=or s that overlap with ti but do not contain a
crucial assignment. Such sub-runs must be transparent for the variable that transfers
the dependence at this moment and can be ignored. In our example, r2 is such a sub-run
and g is the variable that transfers the dependence while r2 is executed.
Whenever two successive crucial assignments lie in sub-pieces of di9erent runs,
the dependence must be transferred in a program variable between these assignments
because r and s do not share virtual variables. In the 4gure, e.g., e is the variable
that transfers the dependence from the last crucial assignment in r1 to the 4rst crucial
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Fig. 11. Removing gaps in a component dependence trace.
assignment in s1 and f transfers it from the last crucial assignment in s1 to the 4rst
crucial assignment in r2. From these variables we can construct dependence traces
-r and -s of r and s such that C(-r; -s; -) holds. In Fig. 10, for instance, we have
-r = (.; 〈(a; e); (f; b); (h; i); (j; d)〉; /) and -s =(0; 〈(e; f); (c; h); (i; j)〉; 0).
Lemma 43 ensures that combining dependence traces of component runs via C is
fundamentally rich enough to give us all dependence traces of potential interleavings.
However, in our abstract domain, we do not collect all dependence traces but only
the maximal ones. Therefore, we only combine the maximal dependence traces of
component runs in the de4nition of interleaving, which is the best we can do with
the available information. Can we really obtain all the maximal dependence traces just
from the maximal dependence traces of the components?
The next lemma provides us with a kind of shortening rule that is crucial for the
proof that maximal dependence traces of component run sets su7ce to infer the max-
imal dependence traces of their interleaving.
Suppose -0; -′0; -1; -∈DT.
Lemma 45. Suppose C(-0; -1; -) and -0  -′0. Then there are dependence traces -′1; -′∈
DT such that -16 -′1, -  -′, and C(-′0; -′1; -′). By symmetry of C (Lemma 41(1)) an
analogous property holds with the roles of -0 and -1 exchanged.
Proof. The proof is illustrated in Fig. 11. In (a) the typical situation of dependence
traces -0; -1 and - with C(-0; -1; -) is shown. For clarity the transparency bits are
omitted. In (b) a typical dependence trace -′0 with -0  -′0 is shown. It is obtained
from -0 by removing all gaps between the target variable u of a certain dependence
d in -0 and the destination variable v of a later dependence e. We can remove all the
dependences from -1 that are used to 4ll some or all of these gaps in C(-0; -1; -). This
results in a dependence trace -′1 with -16 -
′
1 as shown in (b). Then the dependence
traces -′0 and -
′
1 complement each other to a dependence trace -
′ with -6 -′ as shown.
As border cases, we may have -′0= -0, if none of the gaps between d and e is 4lled
in C(-0; -1; -), or -′= - if d and e are used in C(-0; -1; -) in the same dependence of
-. But this does not invalidate our reasoning as  and 6 are reJexive.
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By iteratively applying this shortening rule, we obtain the following lemma that is
of direct use in the proof of Theorem 42.
Lemma 46. Suppose -r ∈{- | ∃r ∈R : r  -}, -s ∈{- | ∃s∈ S : s  -}, and C(-r; -s; -).
Then there are -′r∈DR, -′s∈DS , and -′∈DT with C(-′r ; -′s; -′) and -  -′.
Proof. The problem is that -r and -s need not be  -maximal in their respective
set. Hence they may not belong to DR and DS , respectively. By iteratively apply-
ing Lemma 45, however, we can determine dependence traces -↑r and -
↑
s that are
 -maximal in these sets (and hence belong to DR and DS , respectively) as well as a
dependence trace -↑ with C(-↑r ; -
↑
s ; -
↑) and -  -↑:
We start with (-↑r ; -
↑
s ; -
↑) := (-r; -s; -). This initialization trivially ensures -↑r ∈{- | ∃ r
∈R : r  -}, -↑s ∈{- | ∃s∈ S : s  -}, C(-↑r ; -↑s ; -↑), and -  -↑, which is an invariant of
the loop we describe in the following.
If -↑r is not  -maximal in {- | ∃r ∈R : r  -}, we can choose a dependence trace
-′r∈{- | ∃r ∈R : r  -} which is strictly larger: -↑r @ -′r . Then, by Lemma 45, there are
-′s and -
′ with -↑s 6 -
′
s, -  -↑  -′, and C(-′r ; -′s; -′). By Proposition 14, -′s∈{- | ∃r ∈R :
r  -}, hence the invariant remains valid. We then set (-↑r ; -↑s ; -↑) := (-′r ; -′s; -′). We can
proceed analogously, if -↑s is not maximal in {- | ∃s∈ S : s  -}.
This shortening procedure is applied iteratively until both -↑r and -
↑
s are  -maximal
in their respective sets. Termination is guaranteed, because in each step either the
dependence sequence in -↑r or in -
↑
s becomes shorter and the dependence sequence in
the other dependence trace does not become longer.
4.11.4. Completeness lemmas
The lemmas in this section are concerned with completeness of the interleaving
operator, i.e. they are important for the proof that (R⊗ S) " (R)⊗# (S) for any
two non-atomic run sets R; S. They crucially depend on runs being non-atomic.
A dependence of a non-atomic run r must involve a virtual variable at a certain stage
as assignments that have program variables on both the left- and the right-hand-side
do not occur in non-atomic runs. But when the execution of r is in such a stage, no
parallel thread can disturb propagation of the dependence because parallel threads do
not interfere on virtual variables. This observation underlies the proof of the following
lemma.
Lemma 47. Suppose r; s are runs with virtual(r)∩ virtual(s)= ∅, and x; y∈X . If r
exhibits (x; y) then there is a run t ∈ r⊗ s that exhibits (x; y).
Proof. Suppose (x; y) is a dependence of r. This means that r can be written in the
form r= r0 · 〈a1 := e1〉 · r1 · 〈a2 := e2〉 · r2 · : : : · rl−1 ·〈al := el〉 · rl as in the de4nition of
“r exhibits (x; y)”. Then in particular e1 contains the variable x. As x is a program
variable, this implies by the form of assignments appearing in runs that a1 must be a
virtual variable (cf. the de4nition of Asg). As virtual(r)∩ virtual(s)= ∅, s must thus
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be transparent for a1. Hence the run t ∈ r⊗ s de4ned by
t := r0 · 〈a1 := e1〉 · s · r1 · 〈a2 := e2〉 · r2 · : : : · rl−1 · 〈al := el〉 · rl
still exhibits dependence (x; y).
Note that this argument crucially depends on the assumption about the form of
assignments in runs that derives from the assumption that assignments execute
non-atomically. If assignments execute atomically, the above lemma is no longer valid.
Example 48. Consider the parallel execution of the two straight-line program
(1 = (y := x) and (2 = (x := 0 ;y := 0).
If assignment statements execute atomically, there are just three possible runs,
(1) 〈x := 0; y := 0; y := x〉,
(2) 〈x := 0; y := x; y := 0〉, and
(3) 〈y := x; x := 0; y := 0〉.
None of these runs exhibits dependence (x; y) because either x is killed before y := x
is executed as in (1) and (2), or y is killed after y := x is executed as in (2) and (3).
If, on the other hand, assignment statements may execute non-atomically, then the
two initialization statements in (2 could well be executed after x is read but before y
is written. This is witnessed by the run
(4) 〈v := x; x := 0; y := 0; y := v〉,
where v is a virtual variable, in our model of non-atomic execution. In contrast to the
runs (1)–(3), run (4) exhibits dependence (x; y).
Lemma 47 provides an intuitive explanation why precise analysis of parallel
programs is simpler if we assume non-atomic execution of assignments. Under this
assumption dependences once generated by a thread cannot be de4nitely destroyed
by its environment. Thus, an analysis that collects positive information about poten-
tial dependences is precise. In order to do this in a compositional fashion it must
collect more information, namely (maximal, short) dependence traces. If we analyze
with respect to the assumption that assignments execute atomically, there is a complex
interplay between the way dependences are generated by a thread and the order of
re-initializations performed by its environment as illustrated by the above example.
Therefore, an analysis that just collects positive information is doomed to be
imprecise.
Lemma 49. Suppose r0; r1 are runs with virtual(r0)∩ virtual(r1)= ∅ and -0; -1; - are
dependence traces with r0  -0, r1  -1, and C(-0; -1; -). Then there is a run r ∈ r0⊗ r1
such that r  -.
Proof. For notational convenience, we discuss the case that the dependence sequence
in - consists of just a single dependence; the generalization to arbitrary dependence
sequences is left to the reader. Let -=(.; 〈(u; v)〉; /). Furthermore, let -0 = (.0; 9; /0)
and -1 = (.1;  ; /1).
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Let us assume that case 2 in the de4nition of C(-0; -1; -) applies; the other cases are
similar. Then we can choose variables u= x1; : : : ; xk+1 = v such that
’ = 〈(x1; y1); : : : ; (xk ; yk)〉 and  = 〈(y1; x2); : : : ; (yk ; xk+1)〉;
and it is .0 = 1 if .=1 and /1 = 1 if /=1. As r0  -0 and r1  -1 we can write r0
and r1 in the form
r0 = t00 · r01 · t01 · r02 · · · t0k−1 · r0k · t0k and r1 = t10 · r11 · t11 · r12 · · · t1k−1 · r1k · t1k
such that
(1) r0i exhibits (xi; yi) and r
1
i exhibits (yi; xi+1) for i=1; : : : ; k;
(2) t00 is transparent for u if .=1 (and hence .0 = 1); and
(3) t1k is transparent for v if /=1 (and hence /1 = 1).
The run r01 · r11 · r02 · r12 · · · r0k · r1k clearly exhibits dependence (u; v), but in order to
construct an interleaving of r0 and r1, we must also execute the intermediate code
pieces t ji . Fortunately, each of the dependences realized by some r
j
i must involve a
virtual variable; and, while the transfer is in such a stage, code pieces of the other run,
r1−j, can safely be executed without destroying the dependence, due to the disjointness
of the virtual variables used in r0 and r1. Thus, we can execute each code piece t1i at
such a stage of execution of r0i+1 and, similarly, t
0
i during such a stage of r
1
i . The rest
of the proof pursues this argument more formally.
By Lemma 47, there are interleavings s0i ∈ r0i ⊗ t1i−1 and s1i ∈ r1i ⊗ t0i such that, for
i=1; : : : ; k, s0i still exhibits (xi; yi) and s
1
i still exhibits (yi; xi+1). Then the run r := t
0
0 ·
s01 · s11 · s02 · s12 · · · s0k · s1k · t1k is an interleaving of r0 and r1 (i.e. r ∈ r1⊗ r2). On the other
hand, r  - because s01 · s11 · s02 · s12 · · · s0k · s1k exhibits dependence (u; v) and items (2) and
(3) above give the transparency properties.
Like Lemma 47, Lemma 49 fails to hold if assignments execute atomically as
illustrated by the following example.
Example 50. Consider the two programs (1 = (y := x) and (2 = (x := 0; y := 0; z :=y)
and the three dependence traces -1 = (1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1), -2 = (1; 〈(y; z)〉; 1), and
-=(1; 〈(x; z)〉; 1).
If assignments execute atomically, (1 has only the run r1 = 〈y := x〉 and (2 has only
the run r2 = 〈x := 0; y := 0; z :=y〉. Clearly, -1 is a dependence trace of r1 and -2 is
a dependence trace of r2, independently of whether assignments execute atomically or
not. Moreover, C(-1; -2; -) holds.
But only the following four runs are possible interleavings of r1 and r2:
(1) 〈x := 0; y := 0; z :=y; y := x〉,
(2) 〈x := 0; y := 0; y := x; z :=y〉,
(3) 〈x := 0; y := x; y := 0; z :=y〉, and
(4) 〈y := x; x := 0; y := 0; z :=y〉.
It is not hard to see that - is not exhibited by any of these runs.
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If, on the other hand, assignments do not execute atomically, there are also runs like
(5) 〈v := x; x := 0; y := 0; y := v; u :=y; z := u〉,
where u; v are virtual variables, which exhibits dependence trace -.
4.11.5. Proof of Theorem 42
We can now put the pieces together and prove Theorem 42. By unfolding the de4-
nitions, we have
(R⊗ S) = (TR⊗S ; DR⊗S) and
(R)⊗# (S) = (TR ∩ TS; D);
where D= {-∈DTS | ∃-R ∈DR; -S ∈DS :C(-R; -S ; -)}↑. Consequently, we have to show
TR⊗S =TR ∩TS and DR⊗S =D.
“TR⊗S ⊆TR ∩TS”: If x∈TR⊗S , then there is a run t ∈R⊗ S that is transparent for x.
By de4nition, t is an interleaving of runs r ∈R and s∈ S. These runs r; s must then
also be transparent for x. Thus, x∈TR ∩TS .
“TR⊗S ⊇TR ∩TS”: If x∈TR ∩TS , then there are runs r ∈R and s∈ S that are transparent
for x. By bounded renaming of virtual variables these runs can be chosen such that
they do not share virtual variables. Then all interleavings of these two runs are in
S ⊗R, and all of them are transparent for x. Thus, x∈TR⊗S .
“DR⊗S  D”: In order to show this relationship, assume that we are given -∈DR⊗S .
Then we have, by the de4nition of DR⊗S and Lemma 19(1):
∃t ∈R⊗ S : t  -
i9 [De4nition R⊗ S]
∃r ∈R; s∈ S; t ∈ r⊗ s : t  -
⇒ [Lemma 43]
∃r ∈R; s∈ S; -r; -s ∈DT : r  -r ∧ s  -s ∧C(-r; -s; -)
⇒ [Shunting, set comprehension]
∃-r ∈ {- | ∃r ∈ R : r  -}; -s ∈ {- | ∃s ∈ S : s -} : C(-r; -s; -) :
⇒ [Lemma 46]
∃-r ∈ DR; -s ∈ DS; -′ ∈ DT : C(-r; -s; -′) ∧ - -′
i9 [Set comprehension, see below]
∃-′ ∈ {- ∈ DTS | ∃-R ∈ DR; -S ∈ DS : C(-R; -S ; -)} : - -′
⇒ [De4nition D, Lemma 18]
∃-′ ∈ D : - -′ :
In the step marked “see below”, we must prove for “⇒” that -′ can be chosen as a
short dependence trace, which is not true for this step in isolation. But, it is true under
the assumption that -∈DR⊗S which underlies the whole calculation: as a consequence
of this assumption - is short and this implies that any -′ with - -′ must also be short
(Lemma 27). A calculation, in which this step is valid in isolation, requires to furnish
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each of the preceeding predicates with the conjunct -∈DR⊗S , which would clutter the
calculation.
“DR⊗S "D”: This is shown by the following chain of implications:
- ∈ D
⇒ [De4nition of D, Lemma 19(1)]
∃-R ∈ DR; -S ∈ DS : C(-R; -S ; -)
⇒ [De4nition DR;DS , Lemma 19(1)]
∃r ∈ R; s ∈ S; -R; -S : r  -R ∧ s -S ∧ C(-R; -S ; -)
i9 [By bounded renaming of virtual variables in s]
∃r ∈ R; s ∈ S; -R; -S :
r  -R ∧ s -S ∧ C(-R; -S ; -) ∧ virtual(r) ∩ virtual(s) = ∅
⇒ [Lemma 49, de4nition R⊗ S]
∃t ∈ R⊗ S : t  -
i9 [Set comprehension]
- ∈ {- ∈ DT | ∃r ∈ R⊗ S : r  -}
⇒ [Lemma 18, de4nition DR⊗S ]
∃-′ ∈ DR⊗S : - -′ :
This ends the proof of Theorem 42.
4.12. Base edges
In Section 3 we discussed that the atomicity assumptions about assignments may
vary and that this gives rise to di9erent de4nitions of the non-atomic run sets <x := e=
assigned to an assignment statement x := e. Fortunately, all reasonable choices result
in the same abstraction which is given by the following de4nition:
<x := e=# = (X \{x}; {(.; 〈(y; x)〉; /) | .; /∈B; y appears in e}):
Whatever atomicity assumption we are working with, all runs in <x := e= will contain
certain auxiliary assignments to virtual variables and a single assignment to x. No pro-
gram variable except x will ever be the target of an assignment in a run in <x := e=.
Hence, all non-atomic runs are transparent just for the program variables in X \{x},
which explains the adequacy of the 4rst component of <x := e=#. Moreover, it implies
that no dependence trace of a non-atomic run can embody a dependence sequence
that is longer than one or has a destination variable di9erent from x. Each reasonable
non-atomic run induces the same dependences between program variables as x := e,
hence the induced dependences are (y; x) where y is a variable appearing in e. More-
over, no reasonable run kills a variable in e before it reads it or kills x after it has
written it, which implies that the transparency bits can be chosen arbitrarily.
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All dependence traces included in the second component of <x := e=# are trivially
short and  -maximal, which implies well-de4nedness.
Proposition 51. Suppose x := e∈Stmt. Then (<x := e=)= <x := e=#.
Statement skip has just the single run , which is obviously transparent for all variables
and has just the dependence trace (0; ; 0). Hence, we de4ne <skip=# = (X; {(0; ; 0)}).
Proposition 52. (<skip=)= <skip=#.
We de4ne the abstract interpretation of a base edge e of the underlying Jow graph as
the interpretation of the statement A(e) associated with e: <e=# = <A(e)=#.
Proposition 53. (<e=)= <e=# for all base edges e.
4.13. Run-time
In this section we show that we can compute the abstract operations pre#, post#, ;#,
and ⊗# in time 2p(|X |), where p(x) is a polynomial. We emphasize that we do neither
intend to develop e7cient implementations of the operations nor to present a very
precise analysis. The results of this section will mainly be used in order to establish the
qualitative complexity statement that the algorithms developed later run in exponential
time. We are, however, interested in uncovering the parameter of exponential growth: it
is the number of program variables |X | rather than the size of the parallel Jow graph.
Let us investigate the most expensive operation, interleaving, to some detail. First
of all, we recall its de4nition from Section 4.11:
(T; D)⊗# (T ′; D′) = (T ∩ T ′; D′′↑);
where D′′= {-′′ ∈DTS | ∃-∈D; -′ ∈D′ : C(-; -′; -′′)}. The sets T and T ′ are subsets of
X , the set of program variables. Computing the intersection of T and T ′ is cheap:
if we represent these sets as bit-strings (of length |X |), we can clearly calculate the
intersection in time O(|X |) by looking through the bit-strings for T and T ′ once.
D and D′ are antichains of short dependence traces, hence D;D′⊆DTS. By Lemma 25,
the cardinality of DTS and hence of D and D′ is O(|X |2|X |+2). This clearly is O(2p0(|X |))
for some polynomial p0(x). We can hence consider at most O(22p0(|X |)) pairs of
dependence traces - and -′ when computing D′′. For each 4xed pair of dependence
traces -; -′ all dependence traces -′′ with C(-; -′; -′′) can be determined in time O(2p1(|X |))
for some polynomial p1(x). We leave it to the reader to invent some procedure for this
task that realizes this rather brutal bound. Even a very naive procedure that lists all
short dependence traces -′′ and then checks for each listed dependence trace whether
C(-; -′; -′′) holds will do. The observation that -, -′, and -′′ are short, and hence
the length of their dependence sequences is bounded by |X | + 1 is helpful. As a
consequence, we can calculate D′′ in time O(22p0(|X |)+p1(|X |)). Again O(2p0(|X |)) is an
asymptotic bound for the size of D′′ because D′′⊆DTS. It is, therefore, not hard to
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see that D′′↑, the second component of (T; D) ⊗# (T ′; D′), can be computed from D′′
in time O(2p2(|X |)) for some polynomial p2(x). Hence the overall cost of computing
(T; D)⊗# (T ′; D′) is O(2p(|X |)) for some polynomial p(x).
By similar considerations we can show that the other operations can be computed
in time O(2p(|X |)) too.
Lemma 54. The operations pre#, post#, ;#, and ⊗# can be computed in time O(2p(|X |))
for some polynomial p(x).
4.14. Discussion
In this section, we have de4ned an abstraction of sets of non-atomic runs from which
the exhibited dependences can be derived. Run sets are abstracted to antichains of short
dependence traces that capture the potential to exhibit dependences in cooperation with
a parallel environment. The abstraction also records the set of program variables for
which a transparent run exists in the abstracted run set. This information is necessary to
propagate the transparency bits of the dependence traces properly in sequential contexts.
We have de4ned abstract interpretations of the operations and constants used in the
constraint systems of Section 2.5 and have shown that they precisely abstract the
corresponding operations on sets of non-atomic runs.
5. Detecting copy constants and eliminating faint code
In this section we show that we can detect copy constants and eliminate faint code
in parallel Jow graphs completely relative to the non-atomic semantics. The basic idea
is to evaluate the constraint system for bridging runs over the abstract domain AD from
the previous section and to exploit this information.
We have seen that the abstract counterparts of the operators and constants appear-
ing in the constraint systems in Section 2 abstract the corresponding operators on
non-atomic run sets precisely. Moreover, the abstraction mapping  :NR→AD is uni-
versally disjunctive (Proposition 33). This implies that the least solution of the con-
straint systems over domain AD consists just of the abstractions of the least solution
over domain NR. This is commonly known in the area of abstract interpretation [7,8]
and follows directly from the following 4xpoint-theoretic lemma known as Transfer-
Lemma [2] or =-Fusion Rule [21].
Lemma 55 (Transfer lemma). Suppose L; L′ are complete lattices, f : L→L and
g :L′→L′ are monotonic functions and h :L→L′ (Fig. 12).
If h is universally disjunctive and h ◦f= g ◦ h then h(=f)= =g, where =f and
=g are the least <xpoints of f and g, respectively.
The least solution of a constraint system over some domain corresponds in a straight-
forward way to the least 4xpoint of a function derived from the constraints. The
facts recalled above ensure that the premises of the Transfer-Lemma hold for the
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Fig. 12. The situation in the transfer lemma
functions f and g derived from the concrete and abstract interpretation of the constraint
systems over non-atomic runs and over AD, respectively, and the transfer function h
that component-wise maps the concrete interpretation x of each variable X of the
constraint system to its abstraction (x). As AD is 4nite, we can compute the least
solution of the constraint system for (non-atomic) bridging runs over lattice AD e9ec-
tively by 4xpoint iteration. From the computed values we can read o9 in particular all
the dependences of the bridging runs: if (R)= (T; D) is the precise abstraction of a
set R of (non-atomic) runs then (x; y) is a dependence of a run in R if and only if
(1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1)∈D (Proposition 12).
Based on this information we can detect copy constants and eliminate faint code.
The corresponding algorithms run in exponential time. Indeed the point here is not to
develop e7cient algorithms—we will see in the next section that all these problems
are intractable already for loop-free parallel programs—the point is that these problems
can be solved e9ectively at all! This comes as a surprise, because the corresponding
problems are uncomputable, if we assume atomic execution of assignments [24].
Without further ado, we present, in the remainder of this section, the algorithms for
detection of copy constants (Section 5.1) and faint code elimination (Section 5.2). After
the presentation of the algorithms, we analyze their asymptotic run-time in Section 5.3
and 4nish the section with some concluding remarks.
5.1. Copy constant detection
A variable x is a copy-constant at a program point u if it gets assigned the same
value on all runs reaching u either through a constant assignment (like in 〈x := 42〉) or a
constant assignment followed by copying assignments (like in 〈z := 42; y := z; x :=y〉).
Of course the runs may contain other assignments also that do not inJuence the 4nal
value of x (like in 〈x := 42; y := a+ b〉). Thus, in copy constant detection only assign-
ments of the simple form x := k, where k is a constant or variable, are interpreted, all
other forms of assignments (e.g. x :=y + 1) are (conservatively) assumed to make x
non-constant [30].
Algorithm 1 in Fig. 13 reads a parallel Jow graph, a program point v∈N , and a
program variable y∈X and decides whether y is a copy constant at v or not. For this
purpose it 4rst computes (in Steps 1 and 2) for each program point w the set
I [w] = {x | eMain ⇒ cw r⇒ cv; Atw(cw); Atv(cv); rˆ exhibits dep: (x; y)}:
Intuitively, I [w] is the set of variables that can inJuence the value of y at v when
some computation is at w. Clearly, in I [w] dependences of bridging runs from w to
v are considered. By solving the constraint system for bridging runs from Section 2
over the domain (AD;) (Step 1), we can compute the dependence traces of bridging
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Algorithm 1
Input: A parallel Jow graph as de4ned in Section 2, a program point v∈N and a
program variable y∈X .
Output: “yes” if y is a copy constant at v; “no” otherwise.
Method:
1) Compute—by standard 4xpoint iteration—the least solution over domain
(AD;  ) of the constraint system for bridging runs to program point v; this
gives us a value B#v [u] for each program point u; as a by-product this computa-
tion determines R#[v].
2) Set I [w] := {x | (1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1)∈B#v [w]:2} for each program point w∈N .
3) Set 9ag := false and val := unset.
4) If y∈R#[v]:1 or if there is x∈X with (1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1)∈R#[v]:2 then 9ag := true.
5) For all base edges e=(u; w) annotated by an assignment statement x := e with
x∈ I [w]:
5.1) If e is a composite expression then 9ag := true;
5.2) If e is a constant expression then
if val = unset then val := e else if val = e then 9ag := true.
6) If 9ag then output “no” else output “yes”.
Fig. 13. An algorithm that detects copy constants in parallel programs.
runs; they are given by the second component of the value B#v [w] that is computed.
From the dependence traces we can read o9 the dependences by Proposition 12 and
hence determine I [w] (Step 2). The 4xpoint computation in Step 1 determines as a
by-product the abstraction R#[v] of the runs reaching v because the constraint system
for bridging runs embodies the one for reaching runs.
The rest of the algorithm is based on the following observation: variable y is not a
copy constant at v if and only if one of the following is true:
(a) there is a variable x the initial value of which can inJuence y at v;
(b) there is a base edge e=(u; w) annotated by an assignment x := e with a composite
expression e on the right-hand side such that x’s value at w can inJuence y’s value
at v;
(c) there are two distinct base edges e=(u; w) and e′=(u′; w′) each of them annotated
by a constant assignment x := c and x′ := c′, respectively, such that both x at w
and x′ at w′ can inJuence y at v and c = c′.
In Step 3–6 we check whether one of these conditions is true. We use a Boolean
variable 9ag that is initialized to false and is set to true once we encounter a reason
for y not being a copy constant at v. Step 4 tests whether condition (a) is true: it sets
9ag if the initial value of y can Jow to v (y∈R#[v]:1) or if the initial value of some
variable x can inJuence y at v via a chain of assignments ((1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1)∈R#[v]:2).
Step 5 is concerned with conditions (b) and (c). Each base edge is examined in turn.
Step 5.1 tests whether (b) holds. In order to check (c), we memorize in a variable val
the value of the constant assignment that can inJuence y at w encountered 4rst. In
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order to check (c) we simply compare the value of constant assignments encountered
later with the value memorized in val. Variable val is initialized with a special value
unset that indicates that we have not seen a constant assignment so far. Finally, Step 6
outputs the answer.
Of course we could stop the algorithm immediately, once the Jag is set to true.
Moreover, we can output the value stored in val as additional information, if we have
identi4ed y as a copy constant at v. It is the value guaranteed for y at v. It may happen
that val has still the value unset; this indicates that v is an unreachable program point.
We conclude:
Theorem 56. Algorithm 1 solves the interprocedural copy constant detection problem
in parallel 9ow graphs relative to non-atomic interpretation of base statements.
5.2. Faint code elimination
A variable x is live at a program point p if there is a run from p to the end of the
program on which x is used before it is overwritten. By referring to [12], Horwitz et al.
[15] de4ne a variable x as truly live at a program point p if there is a run from p to
the end of the program on which x is used in a truly live context before being de4ned,
where a truly live context means: in a predicate, or in a call to a library routine, or
in an expression whose value is assigned to a truly live variable. True liveness can be
seen as a re4nement of the ordinary liveness property. We call a use of a variable x
in a predicate or call to a library routine a relevant use of x.
Assignments to variables that are not truly live at the program point just after the
assignment are called faint. Intuitively, faint assignments cannot inJuence any predicate
in the program or call of a library routine. Thus, they cannot inJuence the observable
behavior of the program (except of producing run-time errors) and may safely be
eliminated from the program. This is called faint code elimination.
Faint code elimination is a stronger form of the classic transformation of dead-code
elimination [22]. Indeed, any assignment that is dead is also faint but not vice versa.
The paradigmatic example is shown in Fig. 15. The value computed by x := x + 1 in
the loop is immediately overwritten after the loop and thus never used in a relevant
context. Hence x := x + 1 is faint. However, it is not dead because x is potentially
(non-relevantly) used by the same statement in the next iteration of the loop. Thus,
faint code elimination in general can eliminate more code from a program.
Faint code elimination is based on information about the relevant uses of variables.
Typically, this information is derived from the library calls and the conditions in the
program. As our view of a program, a parallel Jow graph, is an abstraction of the
actual program in which library calls as well as conditions are invisible, we assume
that we are given this information explicitly in the form of a mapping R :N → 2X ; for
each program point u∈N , R(u) is the set of variables directly relevant at u.
Example 57. In a given program we might 4nd a printf statement, e.g.,
printf("x+y=%d", x+y);
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Algorithm 2
Input: A parallel Jow graph as de4ned in Section 2; a mapping R : N → 2X that
associates each program point u with the set of variables relevant at u.
Output: An updated edge annotation Anew of the parallel Jow graph in which faint
code is eliminated.
Method:
1) Initialize the new annotation of Jow graph edges: Anew :=A.
2) For each base edge e∈Base: Anew[e] := skip.
3) For each v∈N with R(v) = ∅:
3.1) Compute—by standard 4xpoint iteration—the least solution over domain
(AD;  ) of the constraint system for bridging runs to program point v;
this gives us a value B#v [u] for each program point u.
3.2) Set I [w] := {x | ∃y∈R(v) : (1; 〈(x; y)〉; 1)∈B#v [u]:2} for each program point
w∈N .
3.3) For each base edge e=( ; w)∈Base with A[e] = (x := t):
if x∈ I [w] then Anew[e] := (x := t).
4) Output the new edge annotation Anew.
Fig. 14. An algorithm that eliminates faint code in parallel programs.
Fig. 15. A faint assignment that is not dead.
In the abstract Jow graph view of the program this statement gives rise to a skip edge
e=(u; v). Then both x and y are relevant at u, hence R(u)= {x; y}.
Similarly, we might 4nd a branching statement, e.g.,
if (z > x*y) then {...} else {...}
In the abstract Jow graph view of the program this if-statement gives rise to two skip-
edges (u; v) and (u; w); u is the start node for the Jow graph for the whole if-statement;
at v the Jow graph for the then part and at w the Jow graph for the else part is found.
In this case, we have R(u)= {x; y; z}.
Algorithm 2 in Fig. 14 reads a parallel Jow graph and a mapping R :N → 2X as
described above. Based on this information it calculates an updated version of the edge
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annotation mapping of the given Jow graph in which faint code is eliminated, i.e., faint
instances of base statements are replaced by skip.
First the new edge annotation mapping is initialized by the original edge annotation
(Step 1) and all annotations of base edges are removed, i.e. replaced by skip (Step 2).
The rest of the algorithm restores the original edge annotation for the non-faint base
edges. The algorithm is based on the simple idea that an instance of a base statement
is not faint if and only if it can inJuence a relevant value.
We explore all program points v at which at least one variable is relevant and
restore the base edges that perform a computation that can inJuence a variable y that
is relevant at v (Step 3). For this purpose we calculate in Steps 3.1 and 3.2 for all
program points w the set
I [w] = {x | eMain ⇒ cw r⇒ cv; Atw(cw); Atv(cv);∃y ∈ R(v) : rˆ exhibits (x; y)}:
Intuitively, I [w] contains the variables that can inJuence the value of a relevant variable
y at v when some computation is at w. The computation is analogous to the one of
the similar set I [w] in Algorithm 1; therefore, we omit a detailed explanation. Step 3.3
restores the annotation of those base edges that assign to a variable that can inJuence
a relevant variable at v from the target node of the base edge. Finally, Step 4 outputs
the computed new edge annotation mapping.
We conclude:
Theorem 58. Algorithm 2 solves the interprocedural faint code elimination problem
in parallel 9ow graphs relative to non-atomic interpretation of base statements.
5.3. Run-time
In this section we analyze the asymptotic run-time of the algorithms from the previ-
ous sections. We do not determine very sharp estimates but show that the algorithms
run in time exponential in the number of program variables, |X |, and polynomial in
the size of the parallel Jow graph. The latter is measured by the parameters |N |,
the number of program points, |E|, the number of edges, and |Proc|, the number of
procedures.
In both algorithms the bulk of the work is done in the least 4xpoint computa-
tion(s). Let us, 4rst of all, determine an asymptotic bound for the complexity of such a
4xpoint computation. As we are heading only for a rough bound, we can assume that
the least 4xpoint is computed na'[vely by standard 4xpoint iteration: starting from an
assignment of the bottom value to each variable appearing in the constraint system we
iteratively determine a new assignment to the variables by re-evaluating all constraints
until stabilization. Of course the asymptotic complexity of this naive 4xpoint algorithm
is bounded by the product of the maximal number of iterations and the maximal cost
of a single step.
In each iteration except of the last one, at least one constraint variable must change
its value. As values only increase during 4xpoint iteration, each constraint variable can
change its value at most O(|X 2|X |+2) times, because this is a bound for the height of AD
by Lemma 29. Moreover, it is a simple counting exercise to show that the complete
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constraint system for bridging runs (it comprises the constraint systems for same-
level runs, inverse same-level runs, reaching runs, etc.) has O(|Proc| · |N |) constraint
variables. 5 Thus, we can have at most O(|Proc| · |N | · |X |2|X |+2) iterations. This clearly
is O(|Proc| · |N | · 2p0(|X |)) for some polynomial p0(x) in x.
Let us now bound the costs of a single iteration. In each iteration we must reeval-
uate all constraints. It is again a simple counting exercise to show that the complete
constraint system for bridging runs has O(|N | · |E|) constraints. 6 From Lemma 54 we
know that all operations can be computed in time O(2p1(|X |)) for some polynomial
p1(x). As the number of operations in each single constraint is bounded, the cost of a
single iteration is thus O(|N | · |E| · 2p1(|X |)).
Summarizing:
Lemma 59. The constraint system for bridging runs can be evaluated over domain
(AD; ) in time O(|Proc| · |N |2 · |E| · 2p(|X |)) for some polynomial p(x).
Let us now turn attention to the algorithms. Clearly, in the copy constant detection
algorithm, Algorithm 1, the bulk of the work is done in Step 1 such that the time taken
for Step 1 majorizes the time taken for the other steps. Hence this algorithm runs in
time O(|Proc| · |N |2 · |E| · 2p(|X |)) by Lemma 59.
In the faint code elimination algorithm, Algorithm 2, the work performed in Step 3.1
majorizes the work done in the other steps. Step 3.1 is executed at most |N | times.
Consequently, Algorithm 2 runs in time O(|Proc| · |N |3 · |E| · 2p(|X |)).
Clearly, only those program variables are of interest in the algorithms that appear in
the parallel Jow graph. We can thus assume without loss of generality, that all program
variables in X appear in the parallel Jow graph. As the latter constitutes part of the
input to all algorithm, the input size cannot be smaller than the size of X . Obviously,
the same holds for Proc, N , and E such that the size of the input clearly bounds all
the parameters appearing in above run-time estimations. Hence all algorithms run in
time exponential in the size of the input.
Theorem 60. Algorithms 1 and 2 run in exponential time. More precisely,
Algorithm 1 runs in time O(|Proc| · |N |2 · |E| · 2p(|X |)) and Algorithm 2 in time
O(|Proc| · |N |3 · |E| · 2p(|X |)).
Corollary 61. If base statements are interpreted non-atomically, the following two
problems can be solved interprocedurally in parallel 9ow graphs in exponential time:
(1) copy constant detection and (2) faint code elimination.
These results raise the question whether there are also eAcient algorithms for these
problems. Sadly, the answer to this question is ‘no’, unless P=NP, as we show in the
next section.
5 This asymptotic bound holds in the special case where ASS1 and ASS2 are true as well as in the general
case.
6 Again this asymptotic bound holds for both the special and the general case.
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6. Intractability
We exhibit a co-NP-hardness proof by means of a reduction from the well-known
SAT-problem [5,26] that applies to both Jow analysis problems. This reduction was
4rst presented in [23] where atomic execution of base statement has been assumed, but
it remains valid if this assumption is abandoned. Unlike the reductions in [24] it only
relies on propagation along copying assignments but not on re-initialization. For ease
of presentation we represent parallel programs in this section by syntactic programs
rather than Jow graphs.
6.1. The SAT-reduction
An instance of SAT is a conjunction c1∧ · · · ∧ck of clauses c1; : : : ; ck . Each clause
is a disjunction of literals; a literal l is either a variable x or a negated variable \x,
where x ranges over some set of variables X . We write X = {x1; : : : ; xn} for the set of
negated variables. It is straightforward to de4ne when a truth assignment T :X →B,
where B= {tt; ff} is the set of truth values, satis4es c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck . The SAT problem
asks us to decide for each instance c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck whether there is a satisfying truth
assignment or not.
From a given SAT instance c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck with k clauses over n variables
X = {x1; : : : ; xn} we construct a loop-free parallel program. In the program we use
k + 1 variables z0; z1; : : : ; zk . Intuitively, validity of clause ci is related to propagation
from zi−1 to zi. For each literal l∈X ∪X we de4ne a statement (l that consists of a
sequential composition of assignments of the form zi := zi−1 in increasing order of
i. The assignment zi := zi−1 is in (l if and only if the literal l makes clause i true.






(i−1l ; zi := zi−1; if clause ci contains l
(i−1l ; if clause ci does not contain l
for i=1; : : : ; k. Now, consider the following program (, where [] denotes non-deter-
ministic choice:
procedure Main;
z0 := 1; z1 := 0; : : : ; zk := 0;
[((x1 [] (x1 )‖ · · · ‖((xn [] (xn)];
(zk := 0 [] skip);write(zk)
end
Clearly, ( can be constructed from the given SAT instance c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck in polynomial
time or logarithmic space.
It is not hard to see that the value 1 from the initialization of z0 can be propagated
to the 4nal write statement if and only if the given SAT instance is satis4able:
“If”: On the one hand, we can construct from a satisfying truth assignment T :X →B a
run that propagates z0’s initialization to the write-statement. In each parallel component
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Fig. 16. The Jow graph for (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2).
(xi [] (xi we choose the left branch (xi if T (xi)= tt and the right branch (xi otherwise.
As T is a satisfying truth assignment, there will be, for any i∈{1; : : : ; k}, at least
one assignment zi := zi−1 in one of the chosen branches. We interleave the branches
now in such a way that the assignment(s) to z1 are executed 4rst, followed by the
assignment(s) to z2 etc. This results in a propagating run.
“Only if”: On the other hand, a run can propagate the initialization value of z0 to
the write-statement only via copying it from z0 to z1, from z1 to z2 etc., because all
assignments have the form zi := zi−1. Such a run must contain at least one assignment
zi := zi−1 for all i=1; : : : ; k. From the way in which the non-deterministic choices are
resolved in such a run we can easily construct a satisfying truth assignment.
The arguments for both directions hold independently from the atomicity assumption
for assignment statements.
Example 62. Fig. 16 shows an example clause and program for illustration. Assign-
ments to di9erent variables are shown on di9erent levels. Intuitively a satisfying truth
assignment corresponds to a way of resolving the non-deterministic choices in the
three threads such that at each level at least one assignment is present in one of the
chosen branches. This is the case if and only if the value 1 from z0’s initialization
may propagate to the write instruction.
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It is not hard to infer from this propagation property that the given SAT instance is
satis4able if and only if any of the following two conditions holds:
(1) z0 := 1 is not a faint assignment.
(2) zk is not a copy constant at the write statement.
The second point deserves additional explanation. Observe 4rst that zk can hold only
0 or 1 at the write-statement because all variables are initialized by 0 or 1 and the
other assignments only copy these values. Clearly, due to the non-deterministic choice
just before the write-statement, zk may hold 0 4nally. Thus, zk is a constant at the
write-statement if and only if it cannot hold 1 there. The latter obviously holds if and
only if the initialization value of z0 cannot be propagated.
The program constructed in the above reduction is loop-free and does not employ
procedures. Therefore, the reduction already applies to the intraprocedural problems
for loop-free programs. It is easy to see that the problems can also be solved in
non-deterministic polynomial time for loop-free programs: a non-deterministic algo-
rithms may guess two runs that witnesses non-constancy or a single run that witnesses
non-faintness, respectively. Each of these runs can visit any program point at most
once because the program is loop-free. Hence it can be guessed even in time linear in
the program size.
These considerations prove:
Theorem 63. Independently of the atomicity assumption for base statements,
detecting copy constants and detecting faint code in loop-free parallel programs are
co-NP-complete problems.
Corollary 64. Independently of the atomicity assumption, detecting copy constants,
and detecting faint code are co-NP-hard problems in arbitrary parallel programs.
7. Conclusion
Statements of parallel programs are broken into instructions of the underlying hard-
ware architecture prior to execution. Hence it is unrealistic to assume that statements
execute as atomic steps. In this paper, we have shown that relative to non-atomic
execution precise interprocedural dependence analysis of parallel programs is possi-
ble in sharp contrast to the situation when base statement are assumed to execute
atomically. Speci4cally, we proposed an e9ective abstract domain of antichains of
dependence traces which enables a precise abstract interpretation of constraint systems
characterizing (non-atomic) run sets of interest in parallel programs. From the values
of this abstract domain the exhibited dependences can be read o9.
The dependence traces domain provides us with a means to perform precise
interprocedural dependence analysis in parallel programs. We have shown how it can
be used for interprocedural detection of copy constants and elimination of faint code.
Our algorithms solve the problems completely relative to the non-atomic semantics of
parallel programs. Of course, the algorithms are sound also under the stronger execu-
tion assumption that base statements execute atomically. However, relative to atomic
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execution they are incomplete, which is indispensable in view of known undecidability
results. The algorithms have exponential worst-case run-time. Indeed, we show that de-
tection of copy constants and faint code elimination remain intractable problems even
when the atomic execution idealization is abandoned. This holds already for parallel
programs without loops or procedures.
We believe that re4nements of the technique underlying dependence traces can lead
to practically interesting algorithms that are much more precise than existing algo-
rithms in which interference it treated rather pessimistically. While the run-time of the
algorithms is exponential in the number of program variables, it is polynomial in the
program size. Hence, they are polynomial-time algorithms if the number of program
variables is bounded. An interesting direction for future research is to extend the algo-
rithms to treat local variables. Such algorithms should use the expensive dependence
traces technique only for tracing propagation via global variables and combine this
with a cheap sequential technique for propagation via (thread- or procedure-) local
variables. This seems promising because most variables are local in practice.
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